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ABSTRACT

ContainerisatiOtl'has gradually become a dominant method of moving
, -.J' ~

cargo the ,,'orld over sin~e its introduction in the 1960s and so has investment

in container terminals. Container terminals form a central part of the transport

infrastructure and its development leads to the overall development of the port

system. The appointment of the Ghana Port Services Consortium (GPSC) to

own and manage the container terminal under a 20 year build operate and

transfer scheme (BOT) scheme will immensely affect the local stevedoring

industry. The stevedoring industry in Ghana in itself has undergone a lot of

changes including redefinition of its activities to include some aspects of shore

handling.

Some anticipate a brighter future for this partnership to the industry.

They believe that GPHA has embarked on a potentially viable and successful

project with the Consortium. This is because the participation of the

multinationals such as A. P. Moeller Maersk in such a venture will help the

international financial institutions view the project in a more positive way and

also make future expansion easier since there will be ready support.from such

financial institutions. Mention can also be made of technology transfer from

these acclaimed maritime kingpins to their Ghanaian counterparts. However

this transfer will not reach the local companies since they are outside the

Consortium. Ghana aspires to become a hub port in the sub region and is

therefore investing in infrastructural developments to enhance its (port's)

image. However, people believe it must not sacrifice the interest of its local

industry in order to achieve its aim.
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CHAPTER ONE

Th'TRODUCITON

Back"arouud

One of the fundamental objectives of transportation is the need to

overcome the spatial gap between points of demand and centres of supply.

Transport systems are expected to facilitate the movement of passengers or

freight from their origins to their final destinations. The basic function of

transportation is therefore the creation ofutilities ofplace which is the carnage

of goods and services from places of low utility to places of higher utility

(Hoyle and Knowles, 1992).

Before containerisation, cargo was loaded on trucks piece by piece and

driven to the port. At the dockside, each piece was individually unloaded and

hoisted onto the ship. This was a time-eonsuming and a cumbersome process.

Ships often had to be in the port for several days to complete the procesS of

unloading and loading. An agreement was reached in the 1960s on the

introduction of an international system that makes use of standard-sized

containers suited for the road, rail and sea transport networks that can load and

unload as near as possible to their (freight) origins and destinations (Tolley

and Turton, 1995). Containers offer a direct facilil)' between the major points

of origin and destination and take maximum advantage of each mode

according to the ~geography~ of the journey. As indicated by Faulks (1990),
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"it is the container and not the vehicle, ship, train or aircraft that follows the

required route" (pJ 37).

Contaio.erisation is a techni~ue or a practice of stowing freight in re-

usable containers of uniform size and shape for transportation. The freight may

sometimes be oddly shaped and in different quantities, but when stowed in

containers it can be handled in one piece, thus making it a lot easier to

transport at reduced time and cost. Containerisation enables intermodal

transport which involves total movement from the origin to the destination

using different modes en-route like roadways, railways, shipping and airlines.

It could either be a combination of several or even just two of these modes

(Wikipedia Encyclopaedia, 2005; Branch 1970).

Current containerisation trends

The International Standards Organisation (ISO) defines freight

container as "an article of transport equipment intended to facilitate the

carriage of goods by one or more modes of transport, without intermediate

10ading"(Annadillo Marine Consultants, 2005). Containers come in different

types and shapes. The ISO technically recommended lengths are 10 foot, 20

foot, 30 foot, and 40 foot but the most common containers are the 20 foot, and

the 40 foot length. Several shipping lines have even started using 45 foot,

containers. The width of the container is always 8 foot, and the standard

heights are 8'6" or 9'6". In the year 2000, the container trade recorded a

massive 200 million Twenty Foot Equivalent Units (TEUs) with the traffic

estimated to grow at an average rate of 5 per cent per annum over the next 10

years. It might even double by 2010 (Annadillo Marine Consultants, 2005).
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This has to a large extent been spurred by the growth of many Asian countries,

most notable among them being China, Japan,.Korea and Malaysia. As more

Asian and Latin American econoIilles pick up, a further growth of the

container trade looks inevitable. As a result many shipping lines are today

going in for massive expansion plans. The container fleet of the world stands (,

at 6,685,811 with 7,206 vessels and another 1,561,3 I3 TEUs on order books

for 508 vessels. Carriers are looking at bigger vessels to improve their

economies of scale (Armadillo Marine Consultants, 2005).

From vessels that used to carry 226 TEU's in 1957, there are today

vessels that can carry 6600 TEUs. One of the world's largest shipping

companies, Maersk Sealand, has over 20 vessels that can carry over 6000

TEUs. Other lines having over 6000 TEU vessels in their fleet are

Mediterranean Shipping Company, P&O Nedloyd Hanjin, Hyundai Merchant

Marine, and CMA-CGM. The world fleet at present consists ofover 32 vessels

of 6000 TEUs, with another 40 on the order books and many more to follow

(Armadillo Marine Consultants, 2005). In order to accommodate these large

ships, ports are also developing large expansion plans. For instance, the port of

Singapore is already getting ready to increase its draft to 21 m. With such large

volumes, it is likely that competition among ports will be keen. They

necessitate not only a deeper channel, but also higher productivity levels,

bigger cranes that have a reach of more than 25 TEUs across and other

improved handling equipment besides having modem information and

communication systems. At present a productivity level of around 75-100

TEUs per hour is required to keep a 6000 TEU vessel on schedule. The leading

ports are gearing up to increase productivity levels to 200 moves per hour to
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turn aro~d an 8doo',TEU vess~1 in less than 24 hours (Annadillo Marine

Consultants, 2005).

STEVEDORING IN GHANA
,

Stevedoring traditionally means the loading and discharging of cargo

from vessels. According to Ghana Association of Stevedoring Companies

(GASCa, 2004), in Ghana this meaning has been redefined to include the

stacking of cargo in the sheds/warehouses or open storage areas. The

redefinition of stevedoring was effected in 1997 by the Ghana Ports and

Harbours Authority (GPHA) to include some aspects of shore handling

activities to the stevedoring operations. Prior to this, stevedoring activities

ended on the quays, that is, stevedoring companies discharged cargoes from

vessels on to the quays and that was supposed to end their duty. The cargo

handling company, which was then the GPHA, continued from where the

stevedoring companies left off by transferring the cargo to the warehouse. The

GPHA was also responsible for warehousing and the delivery of the cargo to

the consignees (GASCa, 2004).

Stevedoring as was practiced in Ghanaian ports (fema and Takoradi)

was the preserve of the Ghana Cargo Handling Company (GCHC) until they

were joined by Atlantic Port Service (APS) who were licensed to operate in

1970 and later, Speedline Stevedore Company (SSC) in 1977, both of which

were private companies. According to the Ghana Ports Handbook 2005-2006,

a government initiative to privatise Ghana's port operations led the Ghana

Ports and Harbours Authority (GPHA) to adopt a landlord approach in order to

present a more efficient and competitive service to customers. In connection

4
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with this ·th~GP~ privatised stevedoring activities at the ports. Table 1, , - - ,

shows the private stevedore companies licensed to operate and the quotas

allotted to th-;:m by the GPHA in port operations.

Table 1: Shareholdings of Private Stevedoring Companies in Ghana.

The Ghana Ports and Harbours Authority has a 25 per cent

Private Stevedoring Company

Atlantic Ports Services (APS)

Speedline Stevedore Company (SSe)

Golden Gate Services (GGS)

Dashwood Stevedore Agency (DSA)

adart Stevedore Company (ase)

Carl Tiedemann Stevedore (CTS)

Fountain View Stevedore (FVS)

Express Maritime Services (EMS)

Source: GASCa (2004)

Percentage Share Holding

15

10

10

5

10

10

5

10
:

:1I,
, I,
I

shareholding in stevedoring activities at the Tema Port. Due to some legal

issues and a court action taken, Express Maritime Service (EMS) was split into

Advanced Stevedore Company (ASC) with 5 per cent shares and Gemini

Maritime Services (GMS) with the other 5 per cent share holding.

The work allocation system used at the port was interrupted for about a

month in January 2004 and a free for all system introduced where all

stevedores were allowed to market their services and handle any quantity of

trade. This was found to be inappropriate and ineffective and the port authority

5
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quickly rev~rted 'to the allocation system. The allocation system is the

equitable aliocation of vessels to stevedores based on their respective quotas as

per their licel)Ses (GASCa, 2004).' Advantages of the quota system include the

provision of a stable environment for business planning and investments.

Under this system, projections for incomes and expenditures are predictable
(

based on the company's quota. It also ensures that cargo work is equitably

distributed amongst the stevedores, The stevedoring companies have

purchased equipment according to their respective quotas or volume of work.

It is however seen by its critics (mainly the shipping lines), as inefficient

because some operators tend to under-perform and unduly delay their vessels.

It also deprives them of their freedom to choose which company to stevedore

their cargo.

The free market system on the other hand is a global practise and is a

requirement for modem global business (GASCa 2004). The principle of

globalisation is strongly against monopolistic practices and cartels hence, the

quest for the free market by the shipping lines which they see as being in line

with global trends in the port and shipping industry. The main advantages of

this system as propagated by the shipping lines are high productivity and

reduced tariff. The failure at its fIrst introduction in Ghana could be attributed

to its improper implementation. Some stevedores merely used low tariffs to

attract vessels but could not perform efficiently. This is because some

stevedoring companies were contracted by several container lines due to their

low tariffs and in the end could not handle the traffic and thus unduly delayed

the vessels.

6
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. Steve~o~n~ C~~pa~i~ and ~~rt and National Development

, According. to the Ghana Associatio~ of Stevedoring Companies

(GASCa, 2094), stevedoring companies continue to make significant

contributions to port. and national development through the payment of

royalties to the ports, employment creation and the payments of taxes to,Jhe

state.

Payments of royalties were instituted by the port authority to ensure

that stevedoring companies make a direct contribution towards port

construction and development. Initially, the royalty was $1.l0 per tonne of

cargo handled. However in 2002, the royalty level was reviewed and was

rather based on gross earnings of the stevedoring companies and not the

tonnage handled. This made the base larger because the gross earnings

included other revenues such as delays and overtime of staff which was

hitherto not charged. Current royalties is said to be very high and is adversely

affecting the stevedoring companies. According to the GASCa report, in 2002

and 2003, the stevedoring companies paid a total of$ 12,018,087 ;an amount

substantial enough to qualitY them as partners in port development (GASCa,

2004).

The stevedoring companies employ about 600 permanent workers and

hundreds of casual dock workers from the ports on daily basis. The

stevedoring companies also pay substantial taxes to the government in the

form of company taxes. In 2001 and 2002, the Atlantic Port Service paid a

total of ¢3,140,789,000 and ¢3,285,473,OOO respectively in taxes to the

government while Speedline Stevedoring Company paid ¢2,021,705,000 and

¢2,523,058,000 respectively in taxes (GASCa, 2004).

7
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Tema Port Container Terminal

In 2002, the sector Minister for Roads and Transport, who had

oversight responsibilities for ports, announced that the Ghana Port Services

Consortium (GPSC) made up of seven major players in the international

shipping industry was to invest 200 million dollars in development projects at
(I

the Tema Port (West African Links, 2004). The project involved the extension

and development of Quay Two into a modem container terminal. According to

the Minister, the Ghana Ports and Harbours Authority was to construct the first

phase of the project which was to take a period of 18 months while the Ghana

Port Services Consortium (GPSC) was to engage in further development and

management of the facility. The Consortium consisted of AP Moeller

Terminals, Bathgate Management Limited, Beckett Rankine Partnership,

Bouygues Travaux Publics, Mersey Docks and Harbours Company, SDV

Ghana Limited (Bollore Group) and Sutton Group (Kumah and Iddrisu, 2002).

In 2004, the GPHA purchased three new 45 tonnes (T) reach stackers

at a cost of ¢11.3 billion to facilitate the lifting of containers to enhance work

at the Tema port. The port now offers nine 45T and thirteen 40T-reach

stackers. The equipment, purchased from the port's internally generated fund,

was imported from SMV Lift Trucks of Sweden through PASICO Ghana.

According to the Director ofTema Port, the purchase of the equipment became

necessary due to an increase in container cargo and as a response to complaints

about delays in services at the port.

From 2002 to date, the GPHA has spent 60 million dollars on the first

phase while S35million has been earmarked for phase two which will be

financed by the Consortium. The GPHA has also acquired Gantry Cranes

8
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worth $16 miili~~ ~d this will be transferred to the Consortium who will in... . . ,

tum· pay an additional royalty of 5 million US dollars, bringing the

Consortiums total capital invesbnent to 56 million dollars (Nkrumah,

2005:26).

Currently, the Consortium comprises GPHA with 30 per cent sh~ltes

and AP Moeller Terminals, SDV (Bolore Group), Bouygues and Satton which

together own 70 per cent shares (Gibbah, 2005:3). The Consortium is tasked to

manage the container terminal for and on behalf of the GPHA. The actual

construction of the container terminal is to be done by the GPHA, which

should also provide the terminal with the necessary equipment while the

consortium provides the management, expertise and operate the terminal while

paying royalties to the GPHA. This agreement has already been signed.

The nine stevedoring companies, Atlantic Ports Services (APS),

Advance Stevedores (ASC), Carl Tiedemann Services (CTS), Dashwood

Stevedores (DSA), Golden Gate Services (GGS), Fountain View Limited

(FVS), Gemini Maritime Services (GMS), Odart Stevedoring Co. Limited

(OSC) and Speedline Stevedoring Company (SSC) Limited are all local

Ghanaian businesses with none belonging to the Ghana Port Services

Consortium (GPSC). According to the terms of the agreement signed, all

containerised cargo beyond 50 boxes or containers are to be handled at the

terminus by the Consortium. Since almost all containers that the shipping lines

bring in are normally more than 50 boxes it implies that all containerised cargo

is to be handled by the Consortium. This is anticipated by the stevedoring

companies to lead to 70 per cent reduction in their operations. It is also likely

to lead to job losses in the stevedoring companies.

9
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Throughout the 1960s and part of the 1970s, the container revolution

was primarily .confined to sea transportation and port operations with very

little interaction between ocean and land transportation (Hoyle and Knowles,

1992). Relatively very few containers penetrated the interior of continents. Py

the early 1990s, however, containerisation was considered a more mature

transport system. Most ports around the world including Ghana expanded their

container operations. In 2002 for instance, the Tema Port handled 230,000

TEU and by October 2003 the port had handled up to 252,000 TEU. In 2002

the port handled 6.8 million tonnes of cargo through the port rising t07.39

million tonnes in 2003 and 9.62 million in 2004 (West African Links, 2004;

GPHA,2005).

Internationally for the shipping industry, turnaround time is a premium

issue. This concern has been manifested in the technological change

introduced from the 1970s; that is, the proliferation of containers replacing

break-bulk (palletised, bagged and loose items) cargo and the consequent

global expansion of container shipping.

Since port terminals occupy a strategic position, both as key control

points in the logistics chain and in terms of their potential impact on national

competitiveness, stabilised industrial relations is of great importance in this

sector. Technological changes, most dramatically seen with the introduction of

containerisation in the 1970s and 1980s, appear driven through an effort aimed

at reducing stevedoring labour to a relatively small activity in the overall

movement of cargo in the harbour (Hemson 1996: 6). Moreover, the process of

eontainerisation has fundamentally changed the built environment of port
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infrastruct~e ~d the' inherently related labour process and wider consumption

and reproduction patterns of dock workers. To Hemson (1996), it is an

understatement to say that the advent of containerisation in the 1970s

adversely affected the stevedoring industry. The focus of the stevedoring

labour process shifted from labour-intensive loading/unloading vessels, which
<:

employed large numbers, to capital-intensive machinery based on the shore.

This process, coupled with the mechanisation of warehousing and transport

from docks to final destination further compounded the job losses in the ports

(Hemson 1996:2).

A dedicated container tenninal which is a berth with specialised

container handling and container parking facilities is essential to a port for

higher economic efficiency. According to Bird (1971), one of the problems for

port authorities is to decide whether or not this is to be used exclusivcly by one

operator or bc a common user facility. Operators of through container services

will naturally prefcr to have cxclusive rights where therc is sufficient traffic

and whcrc it is easy to control the container flows and programmc the servicc.

One of the objeetivcs of port privatisation is to provide customers with

a more efficient and competitive service (Ghana Ports Handbook 2005: 39)

and thereby reduce port cost. However, Icaving the port to a consortium to

operate may brecd monopolistic or cartcl practices. For cxample, Ghana is

expccted to lose over US$ 323 million a year in revenue which should havc

hitherto accrue to the GPHA as a result of the concession granted to the

consortium (Nkrumah, 2005). In 2004 the estimated rcvcnuc gcncrated for'

container handling amountcd to USS 323m (Ghana Ports Handbook 2005:

39). A conscrvative projection of an annual rise in containcr traffic of 5 per
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cent implies' that revenue accrui~g 10 the operators (Consortium) would

accordingly increase.

A simple pro-rata revenue sharing scheme based on the current

shareholding implies that the Consortium would be earning 70 per cent of the

revenue from the container terminal less royalties and other deductions such as
<.

rent from lease agreements under the present arrangement. Such practices

could become detrimental to the achievements of the said objectives which

include increased private sector participation and competition in the ports. It is

also likely that the practice could lead to large job losses among workers in the

stevedoring companies with the re-routing of more than half of the

transhipment and transit cargo to other ports by shipping lines that do not owe

allegiance to the Consortium. This study therefore sought to investigate the

effects of the takeover of container terminal operations on the stevedoring

industry.

OBJECTfVESOFTHESTUDY

The main objective of this study was to assess the anticipated effects of

the Consortium's container operations in the Port of Tema on stevedoring in

Ghana.

The specific objectives were to:

I. Identify the type of structural changes in Tema Port as a result

of containerisation;

2. Assess the challenges in the stevedoring industry;

3. identify sources ofjob losses in the stevedoring industry as a

result of the Consortium takeover;
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4. Assess the capacity of ~teve~oringcompanies for continuous

containerhandling; and. '

5. Assess the impact of containerisation on labour activities.

ASSUMPTIONS
r..

The study was based on the assumption that:

1. The take-over ofoperations of the local stevedoring companies

by the Consortium would lead to job losses.

2. Containerisation has led to a decrease in the market power of

labour.

3. The local stevedoring companies have the requisite capacity for

continuous container handling.

4. Substantial structural changes have occurred in the Port as a

result of containerisation.

RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY

In an era of rapidly diminishing impediments to the free flow' of

capital, goods, technology and services between nations, trans-national

commercial activity has become extremely important to most national
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economies. New frontiers are being broken as raw materials and

manufactured products move more freely between nations which have

previously shared little in common. Certainly, governmental initiatives

designed to eliminate trade barriers are responsible for much of this growth.

Tariff walls are crumbling and the world economy is prospering. The

interdependencies that flourish between members of the world community as a
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result of bilateral and multilateral trade agreements enhance the possibility of

achie\;ng long-term political stability, economic growth, and global peace.

Innoyations in the field of transportation have made possible increased

commercial actiyity, promoting greater interdependency between nations. Of

the technological innovations, the "container revolution~ is perhaps the most

significant, for it has done more to foster the growth of international trade than

any other single intermodal breakthrough.

The Ghana Ports and Harbours Authority have taken steps to improve

the quality of services rendered at the Tema Port through the on-going port

expansion project inyolving the construction of a modem container terminal

\\;th ship to shore gantry cranes and rubber-t}Ted gantries that \\;11 further

quicken the turnaround time of vessels and cargo in the ports (Alorsor, 2003).

The appointment of a Ghana Port Services Consortium (GPSC) to own and

manage the container terminal currently under construction at Tema under a

20-year build, operate and transfer (BOT) agreement is anticipated by a cross

section of key participants in the shipping industry such as the Ghana

Association of Stevedoring Companies (GASCa) and the non-participating

shipping lines to affect their operations. It is therefore imperative to conduct

research to assess the effects of the Consortium takeover of the port operations

on the acti\;ties ofstevedoring companies in the port.

The study \\ill also contribute to existing academic knowledge in its

comparison of the theoretical concept of private management of transport

facilities to empirical evidence. The findings \vill contribute to future research

by providing information that can be used as a baseline for future academic

research in transport and logistics and other related fields of study. Policy

14
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makers will perhaps benefit most from the study~ This is because the findings

would be useful in the development ofguidelines for setting up public-private

partnerships and management of transport facilities.

STUDY AREA

Tema city and port lies along the coast of the Gulf of Guinea (Atlantic

Ocean), 29 km east ofAccra The city is populated by people ofvarious ethnic

backgrounds even though the indigenous people are mainly Gas. The 2000

Population and Housing Census returned a population of 141,479 for Tema,

made up of 68,467 males and 73,012 females. This is an increase over the

1970 population of60,767 (Ghana Statistical Service, 2002a-c).

Tema Port itself is the bigger of the two sea ports in Ghana. It has a

water-enclosed area of 166 hectares. Opened formally in 1962, Tema harbour

is Africa's largest man-made harbour in terms of its total area The port was

opened as part of Government's drive to boost the country's industrial

development especially in the area of port facilities for a major aluminium

smelter (Volta Aluminium Company Limited) and to relieve the pressure on

the existing port ofTakoradi located approximately 260 miles from the capital

city ofAccra It is currently the largest seaport in Ghana and has over the years

evolved into a large multipurpose complex with its 12 berths located on two

quays and various specialised harbours and terminals. There are 5 km of

breakwaters, 12 deepwater berths, an oil-tanker berth, and a docl.:yard,

warehouses, and transit sheds. The port's container yard is capable of holding

over 8,000 TEUs at any given time. There are 290 reefer points available. A
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separate fishing harbour \,ith cold-storage and marketing facilities is east of

the jec breal-·water as shown in figure I.

r

/
/,

Source: Ghana ports handbook (2005)
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The P~ri of Tem~ is more thana mere loading or unloading place for

goods. It is also ari international traffic junction, where goods are transhipped

to and from landlocked countries such as Burkina Faso, Mali and Niger. About

40 per cent of the country's chief agricultural export, cocoa, is shipped from

Tema Port of which about 75 per cent is containerised. The port handled 6.3
"-

million tonnes of cargo in 2000, nearly three quarters of total sea-borne trade

for Ghana, whilst the export was little over half of sea-borne exports. For

2001, this figure dropped slightly to 6.14 million tonnes. Of this, 5.07 million

tonnes was imports and 783,000 tonnes exports and 283,000 tonnes transit

cargo. Tema also has a wide range of industrial and commercial companies

that produce or handle among others petroleum products, cement, food items,

iron and steel, aluminium products and textiles (Yeboah and Annancy, 1999).

The govemment acquired 166 square km (64 square miles) of land

north of the harbour and entrusted it to the Tema Development Corporation in

1952. The "New Town" that was subsequently built on the site was planned as

an industrial-residential complex. There was a large influ.x of, population

beginning in the 1960s owing to the new employment opportunities, but the

corporation was unable to construct housing and provide other services to meet

the needs of the immigrants. The result was the creation of Ashiaman near

Tema.

Tema's Industrial Identity

Tema became the backbone of Ghana's industrial activities after

independence in 1957. It has been one of the main facilitators of Ghana's

industrial drive. According to Yeboah and Annancy (1999), although Tema is
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still the industrial hUb'~f 'the co~try, the nature of the industry in Tema has

changed; it has become private-sector driven, with very few of the companies

still in government hands.

Towards the end of the 1970s, Ghana's industrial growth, once one of

the most robust in the West African sub-region began to decline. Tema,

making up almost half of the industrial output, led the industrial spiral.

Companies such as Ghana Textile Printing were taken over by the workers.

The quality of its products, the wax print, declined. Tema Textile absorbed the

Ghana Textile Manufacturing Company. Eveready Ghana Ltd., producers of

dry cell batteries, folded up. Lever brothers, a division of the Unilever group

and producers of detergents, food and other products could not cope with the

high production demands. Tema Steel Works which forms part of the

dissolved Ghana Industrial Holding Company (GIHOC) conglomerate did not

operate effectively either (Yeboah and Annancy, 1999).

The Volta Aluminium Company (VALCO), a division of Kaiser

Aluminium also suffered serious production crisis when its plant experienced a

first time shut down as a result of a nation wide energy crisis. The Tema Food

Complex Corporation, which was Ghana's largest food processing plant, was

equally affected during this period as a result of managerial crisis it was going

through. The Tema Development Corporation (TDC), which was a developer

ofresidential and industrial facilities in the Tema municipality, had its subsidy

from the government withdrawn and had to depend on its own resources to

carry out its programmes.

The fishing industry, headquartered at Tema which employed a quarter

of a million of Tema inhabitants at the time also suffered with most of the
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indigenous companies either folding up, or looking elsewhere for new

investment (Yeboiih and Anna..;cy,1999). Notable among them was the

Mankoadze Fisheries Limited, which had a cannery and many fishing vessels.

Though the Mankoadze fishing venture later resurfaced in the Gambia, its

huge investments in Ghana were relocated. Its caIUlery plant in Ghana was
, c.

bought by the J. Heinz group, which manages Star Kist. Today the fishing

industry is mainly operated by the private sector.

The PSC Shipyard, which was formally known as the Tema Shipyard

and Dry docks, was unable to service vessels which were calling atthe port of

Tema. Its inability to play its role as a service provider led to the loss of

substantial amounts offoreign currency until its privatisation.
, ,

Some of the companies in Tema clearly sent out distress signals that

Tema could no longer be the industrial might of the country. It was clearly

evident that Ghana's industrial drive was showing signs of fatigue and the

problem was mainly attributed to financial constraints, inability to compete,

lack of raw material and lack of managerial direction (Yeboah and Annancy,

1999). During the same period when some companies were struggling to

survive, new companies were set up. One of such companies is Aluminium

Works (ALUWORKS), which is now the largest primary aluminium

processing plant in the country. Wahome Steel, one of the largest steel

manufacturing plants in West Africa was also established in Tema by

Taiwanese and Ghanaian investors. Other business enterprises were also

established around the same period.

In an attempt to save these industries the government divested some of

the companies through its Divestiture Implementation Committee. Tema Food
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Complex was sold and is now known as Ghana Agro Foods Company Ltd.

Similarly, Tema Steel W~rks was' taken over by an Indian business concern,

now known as Tema Steel Company Ltd. Shipyard and Dry docks was also

taken over by Malaysian investors. Tema Lube Oil which produces lubricants

for all the oil-marketing companies in the country was also placed on the.-
divestiture list alongside Cocoa Processing Company and Tema Oil Refinery.

After a period of decline, Tema is re-emerging almost divested of state-run

corporations. It is likely that over the long term it will remain under private

sector control (Yeboah and Annancy, 1999).
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK _

Introduction

Transport is part of the daily rhythm of life. Transport industries exist

to provide for the movement of people and goods, and for the provision and

distribution of services (Hoyle and Knowles, 1992). Traditionally one of the

main approaches to transport has been through the examination of the various

types or means of movement in order to identif)' their particular technical

characteristics, their cost structure, their historical evolutions and their regional

growth patterns (Hurst, 1974).

Transport facilities are generally considered to be one of the most

important factors influencing the pattern ofeconomic activities in any area and

the improvements in this field are often recommended as one way of tackling

the problems of the underdeveloped countries of the world (0' Connor 1965: I).

Kilian and Dodson (1995) note that technological transformation is the

primary driving force for change (1995:12) and this is confirmed by Hayuth

(Hoyle and Knowles, 1992) that containerisation greatly facilitated the

operation, management and logistics of conventional ocean-borne, general

cargo and liner trading.

Conformity and convergence are expected outcomes of globalisation.

Companies serving global markets adopt standardised operational and

marketing procedures that allow them to carry on business in disparate regions
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across ocean space, therefore, th~ con,tainer shipping industry is responding to

globalisation in a classic fashion. On the land, constraints exists which limit

the degree of conformity and lead to less convergence in industry operations,

and even specialisation of those operations depending on local and regional

characteristics (Dicken, 1998). Likewise, it is impossible to discuss
'"

stevedoring in this period without discussing the material consequences of

containerisation, and how through a process akin to the broad term

globalisation, local markets were undermined and exploited in favour of

international concerns.

CONTAINERISATION AND THE STEVEDORING INDUSTRY

For most of the twentieth century before containerisation there were

three ways in which cargo was transported. Oil and petroleum products were

transported by tankers and involved little or no labour power. Bulk products

included coal and were also not very labour intensive. All other cargo was

transported as 'break-bulk'. Break-bulk cargo was loosely stowed in the hold

of ships and was transported in bags, drums, boxes or simply as loose cargo

and included anything from mail to motor cars (Dubbeld, 2001).

The function of stevedoring workers was to go onto the ships and load

and off-load break-bulk cargo. Throughout the world stevedores were

organized as workers in gangs. A gang was a team of workers, with a

supervisor or foreman, ranging in size from 8 to 16 depending on the type of

cargo handled. Until the early 1970s, most of the companies that organized

and employed stevedores were owned by the major shipping lines. By having

control over these companies, the shipping lines ensured that the turnover time
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of loading and off-loading or unloading cargo ,was controlled by them and that

a stevedoring company could not set rates independent of the collective

interests (Jones 1997:14).

In the early I970s, a fundamental change occurred in the way in which

cargo was handl~d. Instead of cargo being transported loosely in the hold of a
<.

ship and stored in the ports, most of the break-bulk cargo was containerised,

that is, stored in containers that could be loaded on to ships and transported

from one area to another, without it having to be manually stored on the ship

or in a warehouse. Furthermore, containers were lifted off ships by massive

cranes on the shore instead of having to be physically carried to and from the

land. There were also new kinds of ships introduced called Roll-on/Roll-off,

meaning that containers could be slid off the ship. Containerisation thus had

two important effects; first, it meant a decline in the stevedoring industry

(Dubbeld, 2001). This is because the amount of cargo stored as break-bulk

declined substantially. Secondly, the nature of port infrastructure itself

changed. Because ships had to change in order to accommodate transporting

huge containers, this process of docking vessels became different."

Furthermore, warehouses and previously important storage facilities gave way

to container terminals. The port infrastructure required an initially large

investment in these new facilities. As a result of these two changes, the port

authority (controlling all shore based activity) became much more powerful in

relation to the stevedoring companies (Dubbeld, 200 I).

In the past, although ports looked similar, they were able to maintain a

variety of different physical infrastructure. With containerisation, a

standardization of ports occurred. If ports did not have facilities to

:, l
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accommodate containers, the cargo could not be landed there, and ships would

inevitably go elsewhere. It is important to realize that this process reflects

globalization, both in a standardization of facilities and in the flexibility of

operation. The investment in containers has meant that stevedoring workers

have had to be 'content with less lucrative cargos and their munbers ha~e
".

dropped substantially. In addition, ship based technological improvements

have meant that the number of stevedores that need to load a ship itself has

decreased.

THE EFFECT OF CONTAINERISAnON ON PORTS

Seaports, an unavoidable subsystem within the transportation system,

are crucial in international as well as domestic shipping because they facilitate

the transfer of cargo between the sea-mode and the inland-mode of cargo

movements. Being a component of the transportation system, ports have

always had to make changes in their modus operandi to accommodate the

bigger changes within the parent system. Thus, traditionally, ports play a

reactive role in which continued competitive advantage over rivals necessitates

faster adaptation of new technology which in turn requires higher and higher

capital commitments. Indeed, this was what containerization thrust upon ports

(Kumar, 2002).

Containerisation provided the possibility of consolidating cargo at a

handful of ports along arterial trade routes. This was essential for the liner

operators to achieve economies of size. Calling only at those ports which offer

large volumes and the best technology facilitated the rapid turnaround of their

expensive container vessels. The possibility of restricting mother vessel ports
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of call to only the major load centre ports becmne a principal threat for other

ports that would have been relegated'io an inferior status and served only by a

network of feeder vessels. In the ~ce for survival which ensued, large

investments were made by all ports to cope with the demand for rapid cargo

movements. While the load centre nightmare of ports did not materialize, act

least to the magnitude that was expected, what really resulted was the

intensification of competition between ports in the same region (all of whom

had invested in competing technology and infrastructure to attract the deep-sea

liner operators). Thus, intra-regional port competition intensified subsequent to

the introduction of containerisation. Ironically, as a direct consequence, ports

began to pursue aggressive expansion programmes designed to enhance their

capabilities, even when there was a decline in their overall market share.

Examples of this are the North Atlantic ports between New York and

Charleston, all of which are still involved in increasing their terminal capacity

(Kumar, 2002).

According to Stoner (1990), similar large scale terminal enhancement

programmes are going on across the Atlantic in Europe. Some major

upgrading projects currently underway are at Le Havre ($2.5 billion),

Zeebrugge (a new container terminal of 500,000 TEUs per annum), Antwerp

(development of the Hessenatie ScheId Container facility), Rotterdam (a new

500,000 TEU container facility at its Rhine North Sea outlet), and the German

ports of Hamburg, Bremen and Bremerhaven (to recapture their traditional

hinterland markets in Eastern Europe). In the UK, Thames port on the Isle of

Grain has emerged as the newest container port. These radical changes

necessitate proactive strategic planning and aggressive marketing in addition
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to traditional waterfront innovations by ports.'As part of that, ports have

diversified into non-traditional areas and responsibilities. Every conceivable

scheme is being implemented by ports to lure liner operators and thus maintain

market share and profitability in their operations. Examples of value added

options incorporated on the dockside include fast container-handling crll.nes,

warehousing and distribution services, and quick cargo clearance through

improved documentation process and computerisation. Implementation of

information systems and terminal automation to facilitate equipment

identification has further enhanced the competitive status of major ports. All

major container ports are investing huge sums of money in this area to carve

their own niche (Kumar, 2002).

CONTAINERISATION AND LABOUR ACTIVITIES

Internationally for the shipping industry, increasing tum around time is

the premium issue for shippers, importers/exporters and governments. These

pressures were manifest with the technological change introduced from the

1970s through the proliferation of containers replacing break-bulk (palletised,

bagged and loose items) cargoes and the consequent global expansion of

container shipping.

Since port terminals occupy a strategic position, both as key control

points in the logistics chain and in terms of their potential impact on national

competitiveness, stabilised industrial relations is of great importance in this

sector. Technological change, most dramatically seen with the introduction of

containerisation in the 1970s-1980s, appears driven through the global

imperative aimed at reducing stevedoring labour to a relatively small activity
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in the overall movement of cargo in the harbour (Hemson 1996:6). In tum. the

process of containerisation W:JS to fundamentally change the built environment

of port infrastructure and the inherently related labour process and \\ider

consumption and reproduction patterns of dock workers Dnd their families

throughout the world. Therefore, it is an understatement to say that the advent

of containerisation in the 1970s adversely affected the stevedoring industry.

The focus of the stevedoring labour process shifted from labour-intensive

loading! unloading vessels, which employed large numbers, to capital-

intensive machinery b:JSed on the shore. This process W:JS coupled \\ith the

mechanisation of \va.rehousing and transport from docks to fmal destination

(Hernson 1996: 2).

However, as a world-\\ide phenomenon, containerisation also generally

led to a process where retrenchments and the corresponding rise in militancy

amongst dock workers was met by governments aiming to intervene to

stabilise industrial relations in this essential link to international trade. And

despite the onset of globally driven technological change in the industry, its

adaptation h:JS not been a uni-linear process. Rather, the process of the

introduction of new technology in itself has meant that workers operating

advanced equipment have had greater bargaining power.

Hernson (1996:3) argues that there have been two historical tendencies

in dock work internationally in the adaptation to containerisation. Firstly, the

formation of national unions for dock workers W:JS often accompanied by the

intervention of the state to pro\ide a statutory institutional framework to

resolve the contested interests of workers and employers. The combination of

their strategic importance \\ith the peculiarly casual nature of emplo)TI1ent led
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governments to conclude that intervention' was, nece,ssary to both ensure

reasonable working conditions and secure the docks from the periodic

paralysis of strike action. Secondly, the trend towards rapid technological

change led to an enormous reduction in the labour force. Acc()rding to Hemson

(1996), while the first process has been national in its orbit, the secqnd
,,

propelled by global imperatives, to a large extent is independent of national

control.

Tilly and Tilly (1998) argue that although containerised cargo-handling

has drastically changed routines and productivity on the waterfront, with a

consequent decline in the total number of workers, it had actually sustained or

enhanced some of the conditions that favour workers' collective action which

includes location in forms with substantial market power, high capital-labour

ratios, extensive worker discretionary control over firm capital, high impact of

workers performance on firm's aggregate performance, and institutions

confirming worker rights. The carryover of reputations and relations from the

days ofconventional handwork has given longshoremen additional advantages

in asserting their rights (Tilly and Tilly 1998:251). Waterman (1990) argues

that as a consequence of this, internationally, transport workers have an

increasingly strategic position: "In terms of capital accumulation as a whole,

transportation is the weak link, representing a dead period between investment

and realisation. The dead period for capital accumulation also represents a

weak link in the control oflabour" (1990:15).
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Problems of casual labour

Historically ports h3ve relied on casual labourers, irrespective of where

in the world they are located. Because the quantities of work vary daily, it has
.

been profitable for ports to employ most of the labourers by the day, rather

than permanently or on fixed contract. Stevedoring work has also ~

dangerous, unreliable, and not particularly financially ·rev.arding for workers

and they have often chosen to be casuals rather than permanent workers.

Casual labour is a feature of emerging industries that are still struggling to

understand the amounts ofregular labour needed. In the colonial context, using

casual labourers 'was seen to be very lucrative, since no benefits needed to be

paid to workers, and employers could release workers without much hassle or

extra cost.

In some cases workers chose to be casual workers, in others workers

were casual by virtue of the fact that they could not find regular employment.

Workers wbo chose to be casual often had another potential source of income

in rural agriculture, and used jobs in urban centres to supplement their

incomes. The advantages of being casual were an increased mobility between

worl..l'laces and the structural ability to constantly search and find better

conditions of employment. Workers would generally choose to be casual only

when there was an oversupply of work and an undersupply of workers, and

when thev had an alternative source of income. In a study of Mozambican. .

migrants in the second half of the nineteenth century, Harries (1994) has

shO\\n that unrestricted labour mobility was used as a bargaining tool for

higher wages and better conditions.
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In Durban in the 1950s casual stevedores still had links with the land,

were not tied to particular stevedoring companies and could move freely

between these companies, depending on differing requirements on any

particular day. But there were significant social problems that arose from
'-

casual labour. The ability to employ casual labour was often as a result of~

oversupply of unemployed people in a particular'iown or city. Casual

labourers were also not responsible industrial workers and gained little on a

long-term basis from the success of a business venture. Casual dock labour

employed to ofiload cargo from ships, often stole goods off those ships. A

large number of unemployed poor people were seen to threaten the social

fabric of the society in which they lived; they were men without regular work

or masters. Jones (1971:11) did a study of casual labourers in London in the

second half of the nineteenth century and observed that casual labour from the

residuum 'was seen to be a problem by conservatives, liberals and socialists

alike. He said these people were psychologically characterized as those "with

weak character and a poor physique' very morally dangerous to society and

needed to be eradicated.

In Mombassa, Cooper (1982) described the transformation ofwork and

showed how casual labourers became a threat to the functioning of the

economy_ Because workers were not entirely dependent on employment in the

city for their livelihood, they only worked whenever it suited them. When

demands on their labour power became too strenuous, they were able to

organize and strike, crippling production. If the function of casual labour in the

British colonies had been to prevent labour organization and militancy by

circulating labour and not making them dependent on the work, it had failed.
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Casual workers were able to become' miliumt and to materially disrupt

colonial extraction. The solution, for the British was to re-make the labour

force, giving them permanence, decent wages and a stake in the success of the

industry.

CONTAINERISATION AND THE LINER MARKETS

The unitization of liner cargo by using International Standards

Organisation (ISO) containers opened up a Pandora's Box of opportunities for

liner operators. With the elimination of the legal impediments to

intermodalism, human ingenuity began to overcome the traditional boundaries

of liner service which until then did not extend beyond the immediate vicinity

of ports. Thus, with the arrival of intermodalism aided by the container

revolution, a new cycle of innovation began in liner shipping (Shashikumar,

1987).

Though intermodal services were initiated as a marketing concept to

attract customers, it has changed from being a marketing ploy to' that of an

accepted component of the liner transportation package. Most of the major

liner operators have expanded their services into all aspects of global

distribution and logistics support packages through horizontal and vertical

mergers and acquisitions. Furthermore, most major operators have entered into

partnership agreements with each other. Thus, there has been a concentration

of power, through ownership as well as through partnership, among those

operators who have differentiated themselves into the upper echelons of

contemporary liner services. There has also evolved a second tier of operators

who rely primarily for providing intermodal services on strategic alliances
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with operators of inland modes of transportation, ~n the, other operators who

continue to provide convent'ional po'i1-to-port liner services now constitute the

third and the bottom tier.

From the standpoint ofliner operators, the correspondiJ1~ change due to

intermodalism initiated by the container revolution was the introduction £If
t·,·

inter-conference competition. Such competition, along with the intra-

conference pricing competition mandated by the 1984 Shipping Act in the US

liner markets (Shashil"unar, 1987) appears to have transformed the

competitive status quo (desired typically by the liner conferences) into a more

dynamic environment.

The evolution of a new breed of well-financed independent operators

has been one of the most significant developments of the container era. The

use of a few high capacity, fast container vessels, manned by cheap crews

from developing countries and calling at a limited number of ports enabled

these operators to provide quality liner services comparable with those of

conferences at lower freight rates. During the intermodal era, some' of these

operators have consolidated their position vis-a-vis the conferences. Either

through direct ownership or through strategic alliances, they too provide

seamless intermodal services though the sophistication of their intermodal

capability may not match that of the more established conference operators.

Thus, in the intermodal era, the axiomatic service-competition advantage of

liner conferences over independents has in some cases lost its relevance

(Shashikumar, 1987).

While containerisation and intermodalism have caused significant

structural changes in liner shipping, what has not changed is the profitability of
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liner operators. The more aggressive liner operators invested in state-of-the-art

intermodal systems during the 1980s-with the expectation of better returns on

their investments. However, as their intermodal systems matured, rather than

demonstrating increased profitability, these aggressive liner .I)perators have

been posting w~er fmancial performances.

Intennodal strategies ofliner operators

Historically, it has been argued that it was the advent of liner shipping

in the early nineteenth century which eliminated the need for integrating

merehanting and deep-sea shipping (Casson, 1986). In 1984, Casson studied

28 shipping companies operating in or controlled from the United Kingdom

and found that a significant number of the shipping companies were involved

in agency services, freight forwarding, stevedoring, warehousing, providing

port facilities, road haulage and distribution. He credited the above

developments to the operational flexibility introduced through

containerisation, and emphasized that containerisation strengthened the

incentive to integrate shipping with other modes of transportation and port

facilities. The advent of containers on international trade routes certainly

contributed to the natural leadership role of deep-sea liners (Dempsey, 200 I).

The use of large container vessels gave them the necessary economies of seale

in their deep-sea shipping movements \vithout unduly prolonging time in port.

It also necessitated the co-ordination of ship arrival times with train schedules

and their expeditious inland movement. The traditional nature of liner

conferences, that of encouraging service competition rather than price

competition, made it imperative that intermodalism be a competitive essential
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rather than a mere option.' The modus operandi for such ~xtension of services

was initially through cooperation with domestic operators. As cargo volumes
. (.,

reached a critical level, deep-sea liner operators virtually began to take over

the operations of their intermodal associates with the twin go'!ts of expanding

their area ofcontrol and reducing costs.

Today, the point has been reached where keeping out of some form of

control over the inland distribution system of liners is strategically unwise.

Thus, the likelihood of rival production firms integrating vertically into

shipping activities ,for competitive purposes can be modified to apply to

contemporary deep-sea liner operators. When one liner operator establishes

itself as a multimodal entity, competing firms are compelled to undertake

similar operations (Kindleberger, 1984). In addition to the acquisition of

inland transportation companies, other vertical integration opportunities for

liner shipping companies include acquiring warehouse and distribution centres,

stevedoring, freight forwarders and custom-house brokers. The transition of

deep-sea liner operators into total transportation entities is considered to be

one of the most exciting developments of the intermodal revolution

(McKenzie et aI., 1990). Deep-sea liner operators tend to follow three distinct

strategies in providing intermodal services.

The first strategy is direct ownership of inland facilities. This strategy

involves the acquisition of intermodal partners and their equipment, and

(probably) a resulting hierarchical organizational structure. While it gives

complete control of the cargo movement and might add synergy to the

integrated cargo flow, it requires high capital commitments. At the same time,

the financial risks involved in such ventures are also high. An example of this
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strategy is the British P&O Group's acquisition of,the G,erman Rhenania Group

(porter 1989:17)

The second strategy involves strategic alliance, This strategy enables

the liner operator to ~ffer the same level of services as any', other intermodal,.

entity but without the high level of financial investment and risk associ~ted

typically with vertical integration; this makes it app~aling to all intermodal

operators, big and small. For the smaller lioer operators, this may iodeed be

the only available intermodal option. Another virtue of strategic alliance is the

probability of synergism occurring io such relationships. CapitaIisiog on the

well established network and goodwill of a local land-based transportation

entity provides immediate name recognition and identity for a foreign liner

operator. There are several examples of strategic alliances in the intermodaI

industry not least Hapag-Lloyd, the large German deep-sea liner operator.

Following a rather conservative operating strategy, this contaioer operator has

stayed away from outright acquisitions of land-side operations and emphasises

partnerships with efficient third parties who can offer guaranteed levels of

services to facilitate door-to-door movements (Boyes 1990: 31).

The third strategy, used by most operators at least io a limited sense, is

the mixture of ownership and partnership (Kumar, 2002). Several intermediate

positions are however possible under this broad category. Typically, in the US,

direct intermodal investments by deep-sea liner operators are confined to

cross-country lanes and/or dense corridors (such as from Southern California,

or from the Pacific North West to Chicago). Along these routes, operators

make heavy investments, through direct ownership or long term lease of

assets, in order to provide a tight-knit door-to-door service. On the less dense
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lanes, the tendency is to make more use of coinmon carrier services and thus

limit the risks associated with oW!Jership (Kumar, 2002).

From an organisational standpoint, while the big shippers can possibly

put together cost-effective (transportation and) logistics packages, it is beyond

the reach of most small shippers. The possibility of receiving such servic~s

from a transportation company, custom-made to suit the needs and desires of

individual shippers, big or small, certainly has attractions ranging from simple

economics to pure convenience. Though in the extreme case this has resulted

in the complete elimination of in-house transportation and logistics

departments, in most cases this has resulted in fine-tuning the subsystem

towards better productivity and efficiency. Traffic managers, in today's

deregulated marketplace, concentrate on the overview rather than the tunnel.

Having been relieved of their traditional, mundane responsibilities, these

executives now have more time to do what they really should be doing, and

thus contribute towards the overall profitability and return on investment of the

entire organisation.

GLOBALISATION OF PORT DEVELOPMENT AND LABOUR

This section of the review seeks to 'rethink' the role of Marxist theory

in providing a useful reference point from which to contemplate a number of

issues pertaining to port development and the role of labour within it. It does

so through briefly looking at the concept of globalisation and the role of

transport within this process.
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wide in the scope of their operations (Stratton, 2000). According to Ohmae

(1990), the concept of global enterprise appears to have bee'] introduced by

Clee who wrote on homogeneous world markets in which companies could

purchase low cost materials from anywhere in the world and produce in low

labour cost countries based on the concept of global optimisation. About one-

quarter of all world trade now occurs within global companies (Davies

1994:16). The forces driving this globalisation process are basically firms'

ambitions for growth and increased profitability in wider markets. An attempt

to clarifY the term globalisation has led to distinctions being made between a

global firm and an international or multinational firm, and between a global

firm and a multi-domestic firm. An international or multinational firm is one

which, while it may operate in many countries or indeed operate worldwide,

has a corporate structure centred on its country of origin (Bureau of Transport

and Regional Economics, 1994). The operations of a multi-domestic firm, on

the other hand, are sufficiently independent of head office. In contrast, Porter

(1986:18) defines a global industry as one in which "a firm's competitive

position in one country is significantly affected by its position in other

countries...". Dicken (1992) also defines globalisation as "a more advanced

and complex form of internationalization which implies a degree of functional

integration between internationally dispersed economic activities" (Dicken

1992:1).

Such global firms exhibit certain characteristics that have implications

for the way in Which the world economy operates and, in particular, for small
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and medium sized national economies. GI~balisation is therefore facilitated by

the generally increasing, though not uniform, degree of integration of the
-'.- . .

world economy towards a single global market for each product (Stratton,

2000).

Beuthe and Janelle (1997) argue that transportation is possibly the le¥t

researched element in the complex of factors that ~~e up the process of

modem globalisation. They cite Harvey's (1990) work as the only exception to

this rule. Harvey uses the notion of space-time compression processes to

theoretically define globalisation. He makes reference to transportation as a

space-adjusting technology and agent of globalisation. Beuthe and Janelle

further argue that the transport industry is a major beneficiary of recent

technological developments and a central contributor to this new economy.

According to them, globalisation

Acts as catalyst for reduced restrictions on international

trade, promotes new technologies and markets them on a

global basis, seeks both national and international policy'

measures to support expanded transport investments, and

often discourages regulatory measures to internalise the

negative social and environmental costs associated with

transport practices (p.200).

The importance of the space-adjusting technologies encompassed

within transportation is that it is fundamentally different from other forms of

production as that it produces flows linking places. This of course is necessary
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to all forms of economic activity, especially in the import/export chain and

behveen the production and'consumption 'Jf goods and services.

Harvey's (1990) conception·of transportation and its linkages \vithin

the globalisation process follows from the more recent characterisation of

global capitalism: what he refers to as 'flexible accumulation'. Harvey's theory

of time-space compression can be understood through capitalist flexible

accumulation introducing new forms of labour control through the

coordination ofmore efficient forms of turn over time, coupled with the ability

to invest/divest or relocate production across spatial (that is, locational or

regional) barriers easily. The focus is therefore on labour control as exercised
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under the theory of capitalist flexible accumulation, but in particular, how this

is utilised in the transportation sector. A key to the dynamic of flexible

accumulation's utilisation in the transport sector is how this increasingly

globalised service industry interacts \vithin the national, regional and local

setting. However, to account for this process in the manifestations of port

development in recent capitalism, a brief elaboration of Harvey's adaptation of

Marx's reflection on the role of/abour is appropriate.

Globalisation, labour and port development

Harvey (1990) sees that the current trend in labour markets is designed

to "reduce the number of 'core' workers and to rely increasingly upon a work
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force that can quickly be taken on board and equally quickly and costlesslv be

laid off when times get bad". This development is paralleled with another

contracting and older labour systems as domestic, artisanal, familial, and

transformation in labour market structure which increasinolv relies on "sub-e_
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paternalistic". The evidence is such with the proliferation of this fonn of

labour market structure that Harvey believes there is a "growing convergence

between 'third world' and advanced capitalist labour systems"(p.152). This

suggests that flexibility can also encompass a downward convergence of

labour markets.

International solidarity is an important strategy for unions to go beyond

national industrial relations legislation. As a result of this, international

boycotts (specifically by dock workers) are increasingly targeted by states"

legislation which looks to undermine this powerful strategy for unions. In the

case of AnstraIia, the Coalition government's anti secondary-boycott

legislation in the Trade Practices and Workplace Relations Acts have targeted

the actions of the Maritime Union of Australia (MUA). Consequently,

legislation is now in place that is circumscribing the ability for unions in

Anstralia to co-ordinate campaigns not only nationally, but internationally, as

well (Marges, 1999). However, the 1998 campaign of the MUA against

Patrick Stevedores, through the coordination of the International Transport

Federation (ITF) affiliates around the globe, aimed to inhibit the unloading of

non-union stevedored cargo from Anstralia. The ITF demonstrated its ability

to muster international solidarity to assist the MUA when the union was

restricted by domestic legislation to campaign nationally. As such. the MUA is

now largely dependent upon the ITF affiliates' ability to engage in

international solidarity campaigns on their behalf. Modern communication

technologies (as the Internet) have facilitated this process of informing and

igniting, almost instantaneously, international solidarity campaigns \vhen

necessary (Marges, 1999).
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Indeed, the community support during the disputf\ on the picket-lines

blocking the flow of goods ,through' Patrick terminals around Australia

demonstrated the high profile and:accessibility of the dispute. The dispute

revealed a high level of class consciousness within the general public, and may
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have symbolised for many people a 'microcosm' of wider class conflict withil'

Australia. The dispute was perceived to be relevant not only in highly

urbanised locations where it impacted on large numbers of people, but its

influence was also felt more widely across other sectors of the economy and

society (Marges, 1999).

It is in this way that the role ofport labour has historically been seen as

strategic, not only in the sense of the state and capital exercising forms of

labour control, but in the sense that labour organisations within docks is

somehow 'incommensurate' with other locations and trades. Indeed, this

appears to be an ongoing challenge to working class formation: the battle for

control of the waterfront. The examples above illustrate this point, signaIling

an ongoing role for the organised labour within the era of capital' flexible

accumulation.

The theories discussed above, which are based on Marx's earlier

theories of the 'annihilation of space by time', point to the nature of this

ongoing struggle for strategic position on the waterfront. Despite the onset of
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the built environment which facilitates maritime trades, it is the same built

environment that Harvey reminds us is "long-lived, difficult to alter and

'flexible accumulation', embodied above ofreeent and fundamental change to

spatially immobile" (Harvey 1989: 74). It may be that 'flexible accumulation',

at least in the maritime and dock sectors, is now again being met by organised
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labour embodied within the ITF. As the recent MUA-Patrick's dispute

illustrated, it is no longer adeq~te to merely rely on an incommensurate

position in the economy to organise' 'place', traditionally encompassed in a

closed-shop across "national port operations. Rather, if ,<!ock workers'

organisations are to remain incommensurate to other forms of labou~

organisations, they must now seek to organise across space, utilising new

forms of solidarity networks globally to regain a strategic position vis-ii-vis

capital. However, as the Marxist theories discussed here suggest, this struggle

for strategic position will be fought out on the built environment spurred by

capitalist crises.

Globalisation of port terminal operators

The crisis within container liner shipping has been prevalent

internationally for over a decade. This has occurred through the expansion of

container shipping new builds which has led to an over-capacity in the world

fleet and reduction in freight rates. Consequently the early 1990s witriessed a

series of global amalgamations towards the creation of global mega-carriers

consisting of a number ofliner conferences (Rimmer, 1998). One objective of

the mega-carriers was to gain greater efficiencies in turnover by increasing

vessel size and limiting the number of port calls.

Owing to the increasing fixed costs that arise from the deployment of

larger vessels, as well as the development of hub and feeder systems, global

shipping alliances are increasingly participating in container terminal

operations. This is to guarantee quick turnaround of their expensive larger

vessels as well as instant berth availability so that smooth mainline-feeder
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connections can be maintained. The trend is also towards their involvement in

land based activities with the ai1!1 of co-ntrolling inter-modal interfaces to

vertically integrate transport logistics' so as to offer a door-to-door service to

customers (Lawrance 1998:10). Global shipping alliances are aJso developing

commercial relationships which save costs by sharing equipment, ter:mina!

space, and even labour throlJ~b using workers from neighbouring terminals

(Marges, 1996).

PRIVATISATION OF TRANSPORT FACILITIES

Following trends in other fields, privatisation has also become popular

in the transport sector. Public transport facilities are being privatised and

deregulated, and highways, light rail systems and port terminals are

increasingly being built throlJ~b 'build-operate-transfer' concession

agreements.

In the transport sector, unlike say the steel industry, privatisation rarely

in practice means full privatisation and deregulation. Most transport sector

privatisations are not full privatisations, and operate \\ithin a tightly regulated

environment. In fact, the motive for privatisation is generally not just to

improve the efficiency of transport service delivery. This is because this can be

problematic whether in public or private hands. Moreover, the main
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private sector capital for a public pmpose. In this sense, it should be looked at

parameters effecting system efficiency are population density in the corridor

Rather, privatisation is generally promoted as a means of raisingstructure.

served, traffic congestion, and other factors not influenced by the ownership



Ii
as one financing option among many, and its relative attractiveness to the

public interest should be addr~ssed prirrillrily in these terms.

Privatisation, Ijner .'mergers and effects on labour

The major terminals operating shipping lines are Sea-Land, Maersk
9

line, Evergreen, Cosco, OOCL and NOLIAPL. The'trend in alliances between

shipping lines is also now extending into alliances and mergers between

terminal operators (United Nations Conference on Trade And Development-

UNCTAD, 1998). Multi-national port operators have themselves been in a

bidding war over the last decade or so to control strategic locations within

regions and the world maritime trade. P&O Ports Australia, Port of Singapore

Authority, Hutchison Port Holdings, Europe Combined Terminals and

Stevedoring Services of America, are but a few examples of these multi-

nationals. Each is constantly exploring new avenues from which to invest and

gain a foothold in ports globally. One key mechanism that facilitates this

process is through governments' adoption ofprivatisation policy (Woodbridge,

1999). These ventures are made easier with the rapidly growing competition

between ports leading governments to seek foreign investment to fund port

development (UNCTAD 1998: 75)

Competition, spurred through an initial round of privatisation, is

ironically feeding into another intensification of competition and compelling

many public ports into a need to invest in extra-capacity to maintain

competitiveness. This drive is of course leading cash-strapped governments

into depending on the private sector to invest. Consequently, governments' are

compelled to create conditions attractive for private capital (Marges, 1996).
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The consequence for employees in the port environments is that they are now

subject to private shareholders demar.ds. Dock labour has been a casualty of

the growing competition between pOrts seeking to capture greater market

shares (Marges, 1996). ':.
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Whatever the merits of the degree of privatisation and competition on.

the efficiency ofports, one direct consequence of privatisation can be seen in

its impact on labour standards and organisation (Marges, 1996). At the same

time investments in new port infra- and super-structures coincide with

dO\\TIward pressure on working conditions and employment in order to cut

labour costs. Deregulation, privatisation and growing competition are leading

to this dO\\TIward pressure and subsequently to the increasing use ofnon-union

labour, casualisation of labour and f1exibilisation of labour relations and

working conditions (Marges, 1997).

Further consequences for labour have included the repeal oflegislation

protecting workers' rights as the ability to strike, the abolition of life-long

emplo)'Dlent guarantees, amendments to legislation enabling employers to

dismiss workers more easily, the abolition of the legal basis for collective

bargaining, the termination of collective agreements for working conditions

and forced acceptance of fixed term contract or replacement by casual workers

(Marges, 1997) In many cases, public money is used to allow employers to

dismiss dock labour and debilitate union organisation. For example, in

Australia the Waterfront Indnstry Reform Authority redundancy programme

was estimated to cost $419 million between 1989 and 1992, whilst the 1998-99

Maritime Indnstry Finance Company redundancies and associated reforms

were estimated to cost S300 million (BTCE, 1994:1).
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Another challenge to labour as ~art of the privatisation process is the

contracting out or out-sourcing of 'no~"core' functions. Successful bidders

usually gain the subcontract on the basis of cutting labour costs through

employees not being covered by collective agreements. This often involves

employing retrenched workers on lower rates (Marges, 1999).

Labour organisations as the International Trail5port Federation (ITF),

however, are not directly opposed to privatisation per se. Rather; the ITF

stresses the implications ofprivatisation as negative iflabour is not enabled to

participate in restructuring. The ITF also acknowledges that the experience of

privatisation varies from country to country (Marges, 1999). It is in sharing

common experiences through consolidating labour networks that an ability to

influence the nature ofprivatisation has and should continue to be soughL

CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL ISSUES

Transport is an epitome of complex relationship existing between the

physical environment, patterns of social and political activities and levels of

economic development (Hoyle and Knowles 1992:11). Transport alone does

not generate economic and social growth or development and should therefore

be viewed as a permissive factor for development and not a deterministic one

as has been established in the early literature on it.

The Transport-Development Nexus

The relationship between transport and development is a subject of

considerable theoretical and practical interest which has occupied a great deal

of attention over many years in both advanced and less developed countries.
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Especially in the less developed countries, there is widespread concern for

transport in the context of the desire to prqmote rapid economic development.

Lord Luggard (1922) said ti)at the material development of Africa

could be summed up in'the one word- transport, A United ~ations study also

claimed that transport is the formative power of economic growth and

differentiating process (Voight, 1967), Hoyle (1973) WrItes that transport is a

result, rather than a cause of economic development. The transport-

development relationship is essentially a two way interaction process and the

result of the interaction depends on the type of economy involved and upon the

level of development at which transport improvements are effected.

More recently, geographers have moved away from the unquestioning

assumption that transport automatically promotes development and have

shown that transport constitutes one element in a varied infrastructure

necessary for economic growth, no more and no less important than other

elements and that does not provide necessarily the positive stimulus which

many had previously assumed. Emphasis on the permissive element in

transport provision has led to a further view point which maintains that .

transport investment can also have a negative impact on the economy.

Conc~pt of Returns to Transport Investment

To a large extent, transport is to be derived demand that is, it is a

means to an end but not an end in itself and therefore, transport itself cannot

give development but allows for resources to be exploited.

Wilson (1966) in pursuing this point came up with three resultant

possibilities of transport investment. Firstly, he indicated that under the most
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favourable circumstarices, there will be a measurable increase in development

in terms of agricultural or industrial output, which can be positively attributed...

to the benefit triggered off by ,<I ."ort, road or a rail network. Alternatively,
• I .

negative effect may'be encountered when the introduction of new transport

facility ends up becoming detrimental to the growth of an economy. This

portrays a situation where investment in, for instarice a national airline, port

extension, roads or railway network may prove uneconomic but could have

produced more beneficial results if the resources had been channelled to a

different sector such as agriculture.

On a different note, transport investment may yield neutral returns or

benefits. This neutral effect may be identified when the investment in transport

does not bring about any discernable change in the local economy. The

building of a new road, rail or the extension of a seaport may occasionally fail

to meet the objectives set by its financiers. In some cases, the regions which

are experiencing the transport improvements may prove incapable of further

economic growth because of adverse climate, soils or geological factors and

therefore the old concept of transport as a 'magic wand' capable of waiving

off adverse factors can no longer be accepted. Transport improvement alone

can not produce economic growth though in a suitable environment it can be

the missing agent. Furthermore, over-commitment of scarce resources to

transportation can strangle development hopes as quickly as will insufficient

facilities. So there is a balancing act of discovering how much and what sort of

investment is required.
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Conditions for Economic Dcnlopmcnt Modcl

Banister and Berechman (2000) introduced this model (Figure 2) in

which they highlighted what they called the three conditions necessary for a

new transport investment to have economic development impact.

1
Economic positive externalities; 1------,

high quality labour force;
buoyant expectations

i
I

I:,
u
I
!
i

1+3
No in\'eslment and

thus no accessibility
changes and no

develooment 1+2+3
Economic

development

2+3
Accessibility

changes but no
development

-

1+2
No Supportive policies

thus counter
development

3
Political, policy and

institutional: organizational
and managerial frameworks

that are conducive to an
investment; complementary ""

policies and efficient
management of infrastructure

facility

2
Investment: availability
of funds for investment;
scale ofinvestment; its

location; network
'-- effects; timing of

investment and its
efficiency

Figure 2: Conditions for Economic Development Modcl

Source: Banister and Berechrnan (2000)
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These factors are economic, investment and political which must be

favourable to ensure economic _growth: Thcy suggested that until all three

factors come to play, a m:w transpurl investment may result in no development I
L

or might even have counter development effects.

Economic Factors

'.,

The first and most important condition is the presence of underlying

positive economic externalities, such as agglomeration and labour market

economies, the availability of a good quality (well trained and highly skilled)

labour force, and underlying dynamics in the local economy. This is a

fundamental condition, as it is only when these factors are all positive and the

local economy is buoyant that new transport investment will, in conjunction

with other necessary conditions, have an economic development impact.

Investment Factors

Secondly, there are investment factors, which relate to the availability

of funds for the investment, the scale of the investment and its location, the

network effects (e.g. are there missing links in the network), and the actual

timing of the investment. Transport infrastructure investment decisions are not

made in isolation, so the nature of the investment, including its "place" in the

network, is also one of the necessary conditions that need to be considered.

Many Japanese critics point out that one of the major sources of rail

system inefficiency was the construction of rail lines to areas without

sufficient demand to justifY the investment but where investment went ahead

in any case due to political pressure. The Joetsu Shinkansen (bullet train) was
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built between Toh:yo and Niigata, a lightly populatcd town on the Sea of Japan,

where political supporters of ex-Prime. Ministcr Tanaka were major land

owners. This line was inherently ullpr~fitable, as were many other little used

mostly rural lines,. and debt~ 'in~urred as a result of their con.~truction were a

significant cause of Japan National Railroads' (JNR) burgeoning debt

problems. Corruption in the awarding of contracts at JNR was also a notorious

problem, driving up the cost of construction. The privatization did seem to

put a stop to some of the worst political interference into investment and

contracting decisions by JNR (Hook, 1996).

Political Factors

The third set constitutes political factors that are related to the broader

policy environment within which transport decisions must be taken. To

achieve economic development, complementary decisions and a facilitating

environment must be in place; otherwise the impacts may be

counterproductive. Leung (1980), writing on the railway patterns and .national

goals in China, concluded that different goals can be attained with identical

strategies, but that development strategies or even political decisions

themselves are ineffective if not framed in an accepted raison d'etre or can

even be counter productive in the absence of an appropriate political ideology

(1980: 170).

Banister and Berechrnan (2000), included in this group of factors the

sources of finance, the level of investment (local, regional or national), the

supporting legal, organisational and institutional policies and processes, and

any necessary complementary policy actions (e.g. grants, tax breaks and
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training programs). Again, on its own, even a favourable political environment

\\~ll not result in economic growth cnIess other necessary conditions are

present.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

This chapter deals with methodological issues and includes the study

design, sampling procedure, methods of data collection and analyses as wells

as the quality of the data collected. Also covered in this chapter are an

assessment of the preliminary survey and problems encountered in the field.

STUDY DESIGN

This study is an exploratory one which looked at private participation

ill the Tema port container terminal and implications for stevedoring

companies in Ghana. The research employed both qualitative and quantitative

approaches in the data collection and analyses ofresponses.

SAMPLING PROCEDURE

Sampling frame and size

The target population for the study was officials of GPHA, directors

and operations managers of the stevedoring companies, winch men, forklift

operators, top lift operators and quay supervisors. Directors and other workers

of the shipping agencies who are not members of the consortium were also

targeted for interviews. However, several trips to their offices proved fruitless

and therefore they were finally excluded in the analysis. Key member
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companies of the Ghana association of. Stevedoring Companies (GASCO)

were also contacted and intcrviewed.~ sampling procedure adapted for the

stevedoring workers was to select i () per cent of each company's labour force

for the inteniews. This resulted in a target of90 respondents f!om the workers

of the private stevedore companies. On the other hand, Ghana Dock Labour

Company was considered as a unique entity and considering its size, a sample

size of60 workers was targeted to give a total targeted sample size of 150 for

all stev'edoring workers, both casual and permanent. A total of 125 respondents

were inteniewed. Out of which 100 were Stevedore workers. This

summarised in table 2.

-,
It

Table 2: Sample Size and Response Rate f,,.
•

Respondent Target Actual Response
:.
N

I
l.J..
4.·"

inteniews rote "
~....
,I'

Permanent workers
_I·-

90 60 66.7
...
",-..
"Casual workers 60 40 66,7
,.
::: :

Directors/operation managers 18 10 55.6

Local labour union 3 I ~~ ~

cU-J

Participating shipping company 2 I 50.0

GPHA officials 4 3- 75.0

Focus group discussion 10 10 100.0

(workers)

All respondents 187 125 66.8

Source: Fieldwork 2006
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Among them, 28 per cent were from C{lT!lpanies with a labour force of 51 to

100 workers whiles 32 per cent were drawn from companies with a total

labour force of 101 to 150. The remaining 40 per cent of the respondents were

drawn from the Ghana Dock Workers Union which at the time had a

workforce ofover 4000 workers.

There was a response rate of 66.8 per cent. The questionnaire was 90

per cent open ended. TIlls gave the researcher the opportunity for prohing but

respondents saw it as a grievous time waster.

Sampling techniques

Both probability and non-probability sampling techniques was

employed in choosing respondents for the various research instruments.

Though the study set out to interview a section of all stevedoring workers

operating at the Tema port, due to the nature of their job, convenience

sampling became the handiest method for selecting respondents for the study.

However, a quota of ten respondents was allotted to all stevedoring companies

and the respondents were randomly selected from workers available at the time

of the survey. The initial quota system adapted was to ensure that the sample

selected was as similar as possible to the sampling population (all stevedoring

companies). Though the convenience sampling method allowed the researcher

to interview respondents who were readily available and therefore save cost

and time, it was equally difficult for the researcher to estimate the

representativeness of the sample (Kuzel, 1992). A measure adapted by the

researcher to ensure that there was fair representation among the workers was

to ensure that various categories of workers such as secretaries, winch men,
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quay supervisors, forklift operators and o1l'.ers were selected. The directors and

.operation managers of the various comparues were purposively sampled and

were therefore automatic participants. In cases where they could not be

reached their deputies were asked to replace them.

Only one focus group discussion was conducted among the stevedoring

workers. This was because of the difficulty encountered in assembling them

for such activities. Participants were therefore chosen using the convenience

sampling method. Ten workers were assembled for the discussion, three of

whom were executives of their local labour union and seven others who were

voted by their colleague workers to represent their interest. The focus group

discussion was used to back up individual responses solicited (Miles and

Huberman, 1994).

PILOT STUDY

Pilot study was conducted in one of the stevedoring companies in the

Tema port to pre-test the data collection methods and instruments. It was also

used to test data processing and analyses procedures. In all ten respondents

were interviewed and this comprised eight workers, one director and an

operations manager. The responses were analysed manually.

It became apparent from the pre testing that the interviews with the top

officials of the stevedoring companies would take up to forty-five minutes

each. It was also realised that some of the terms used should be changed to

reflect port standards and to enable respondents understand the questionnaires

better. The pilot study apparently brought to light some of the problems likely

to be encountered during the actual field work. Adjustments were therefore
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made to overcome them before the field s.urvey itself. For instance, it became

necessary to reduce the number of questions because many respondents

complained oftime spent in completing the questionnaire.

DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES AND INSTRUMENTS

Both primary and secondary data was sourced for the study. The

secondary data mainly consisted of official statistics and other information

from GPHA and several published and unpublished articles of seasoned

authorities in the field ofport development and transport and logistics expects.

Structured questionnaires and interview guides were the main tools

categories ofrespondents:

I. Directors and operations managers of stevedoring companies;

employed for primary data collection. In all five sets of questionnaires were

Workers of stevedoring companies and Ghana Dock Labour

Company;

II.

designed (Appendi.xl-5) with each exclusively designed for the following

iii. Participating companies of the consortium;

iv. Non-participating shipping companies; and

v. Local labour unions and stevedoring associations.

Two interview guides (Appendices 6 and 7) were designed for officials

of the Ghana Ports and Harbours Authority (GPHA) and a focus group

discussion conducted \,~th some workers of the stevedoring companies. The

questionnaire for directors and operations managers of the local stevedoring

companies was made up of six modules. Module A sought information on the

background of the respondent such as their ages, marital status, level of
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education and position held in comPanY. Module B focussed on structural

changes experienced at the port particularly within the last decade and the

effects of containerisatioll on port infrastructure, equipment, labour and

competition among stcvedoring companies. Module C ba;;ically looked at

challenges facing the stevedoring companies while Module D specifically

looked at job loses and the issue of casual labour in the port sector. Module E

concentrated on the ability of stevedoring companies to continue operating in

the face of growing technologies in the industry. They were also required to

list some of the equipment used for container handling in order to aid the

researcher make relevant comparisons with modem equipment used in other

foreign ports for the same purpose. Finally Module F solicited the views of

respondents on the Consortium and the effects of its operations on stevedoring

activities.

The questionnaire designed for the workers of the stevedoring

companies was similar to the aforementioned one. However, it fell short of

some vital information such as the company's total investment which was

ineluded in the directors' questionnaire. The questionnaire had four basic

modules of which A comprised of questions aimed at identifYing the

background of the respondents while module B focused on the structural

changes observed in the stevedoring industry and the port as a whole

especially with the invention of the container technology. Module C sought to

solicit information on the challenges facing the stevedoring industry especially

with the entrance of the Consortium into cargo handling operations. While D

focused on the future of the stevedoring industry in Ghana.
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All questionnaires employed in this study were 90 per cent open-ended

and therefore most questions were n<?t followed by any kind of specified

choice which enabled responses to be recorded in full. This allowed

respondents to express their thoughts freely and avoid being forced to adapt

preconceived answers (Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 1996). Some of the

questions were however closed ended where respondetlts were offered a set of

answers from which to choose from. This was more convenient to most

respondents although the major drawback here was that it introduced bias by

forcing respondents to choose from given alternatives which might not have

otherwise come to mind (Chardwick et aI, 1984).

A focus group discussion was also conducted among the stevedore

workers. The discussion which was aimed at soliciting information on the

study topic within a group environment proved to be very successful. There

were 10 participants in all with two facilitators one as the moderator and the

other, the recorder of responses from participants. The FGD was conducted to

complement the responses of the main respondents in the survey and it also

allowed great flexibility in the questioning process. It also allowed the

interviewer to clarifY terms that were unclear, control the order in which

questions were asked and to probe for additional information. Some of the

issues covered were effects of containerisation on stevedoring activities,

challenges in the stevedoring industry and views of respondents on the

Consortium.

The group environment encouraged discussions related to the issues.

Sarantakos (1998) suggest that FGDs allow significant points of view to be

presented in a real, emotional and summary form as spontaneous expression.
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The focus group discussion also provide significant infonnation about the

study object and explained trend va.ri~nces, reasons and causes through the

views ofrespondents.

DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS

Data collected from the study were edited, ~oded and analysed using

the Statistical Product for Service Solutions (SPSS) version 12.0 which has

facilities for descriptive and inferential statistics, cross tabulations and

frequency distributions.

Analysis of field data involved describing, summarising and

interpreting data obtained from each study unit. Cross tabulations and

frequency distributions were obtained for this purpose. The chi square test was

carried out on the data to detennine whether differences between educational

background, sex, age on the part of individual workers and levels of

investment by individual stevedoring companies were statistically significant

to influence responses of respondents and hence the conclusions ofthis study.

Answers to open-ended questions in the interview schedule were listed

and later categorised. This was done based on the research objectives which

included identifying the structural changes in the Tema Port as a result of

containerisation and challenges in the stevedoring industries. Similar answers

were summarised into three or five categories. They were then coded and

entered into the computer to generate frequencies and cross tabulations. The

results of the computer analysis were presented in tables to make it possible to

visualise the relationship between some of the variables.
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Ranking was used in analysing part of the. collected data especially for

some responses in Module C of appendix 1, Module B of appendices 2,

Modules A and B of appendices 3 and"4; and Module D of appendix 5. A first

position placing represented an activity that was most important and earned

four points; a second position placement represented an activity that is

important and earned three points; a third position placement represented and

activity that is less important and earned two points whiles a fourth position

placing represented an activity that is not important and earned one point.

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN THE FIELD

Most of the problems encountered in the field have been partially

discussed already in this chapter. As much as possible, some measures were

put in place by the researcher to prevent these problems encountered from

undermining the quality of the study. Apart from the Directors and GPHA

officials who requested that an appointment was booked ,vith them for the

interviews, the others suggested that the questionnaires be left 'vith them to

respond at their own convenience due to the nature of their jobs. Some ofthos"e

questionnaires could not be retrieved after several visits to the port. It took

proper timing to get some ofthe workers to respond since it was only possible

to get them during brief periods they spent at the port offices since the berths

and quays were restricted areas.

Another problem encountered was the refusal to respond to questions

on investments. VirtuaIly all the directors avoided the question. Others only

answered the first page which was mainly made up of questions on their socio
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demographic data and did not go furthe-r to.answer the other modules,

therefore rendering such forms un-usab)e...

In spite of the problems encoUntered in the field, the findings of this

research provide invaluable insights into private participation in the Tema Port

container terminal and its implications for stevedoring in Ghana.
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CHAPTER FOUR

BACKGROUND OF RESPONDENTS

INTRODUCTION

The advent of containerization has had great impacts on the shipping

industry. Ever since Ghana opened its doors to this technology in the 1970s, it

has changed both the transport and logistics industry. This chapter focuses on

the socio-demographic background ofthe respondents.

DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIOECONOMIC BACKGROUND OF

RESPONDENTS

Age

Out of the 100 stevedore workers interviewed, 5 per cent were aged of

21-30 years, 46 per cent 31-40 years, 28 per cent 41-50 while 21 per cent were

51-60 years old (Table 3).

Table 3: Age Distribution of Respondents (%)

Age Managers and directors

21-30 0.0

31-40 20.0

41-50 20.0

51-60 60.0

Total 100

Other workers

5.0

46.0

28.0

21.0

100

,
. '

Source: Fieldwork, 2006
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It can be inferred from the Table that mo,t of the workers are youthful.

However, data from the 10 top officialG interviewed in the stevedoring

companies showed that only 20 p~r cent Were below the age of 41, as against

60 per cent who were above 50 years. This showed an ageing population

among the top officials as 60 per cent were on the fringe of retirement

according to the Ghana pension law.

Sex distribution of respondents

The data collected showed a greater male dominance in the stevedoring

industry in relation to their female counterparts. Among the 100 workers

interviewed for the study, only 3 per cent were females and these were mainly

serving as secretaries in some companies (Table 4). There was no female

respondent among the operations managers and directors of companies

sampled for the study again denoting the dominance of males in the port

environment especially in the stevedoring industry in Ghana

Table 4: Sex distribution of Respondents (%)

Sex

Male

Female

Total

Managers and directors

10

o

10

Other workers

97

3

100

Source: Fieldwork, 2006

A cross tabulation of sex and age as depicted in Table 5 showed that

there was one female each in the age category of 21-30, 31-40 and 41-50
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respectively while the male compositi()r~ was 4; 45,27,21 males of ages 21

30,31-40,41-50 and 51-60 res~ectively. There is no female above the age of

50 years among the sampled' respondents working in the stevedoring

environment.

'i
I Table 5: Sex and Ages of Respondents

Age Sex Total

Male female

21-30 4 5

31-40 45 46

41-50 27 28

51-60 21 0 21

Total 97 3 100

Source: Fieldwork, 2006

Family Life of Respondents

Among the 100 workers of the stevedoring companies interviewed,

nine (9 per cent) had never married while 89 per cent were married and the

remaining 2 per cent have been widowed (Table 6). Among the unmarried

respondents, only one had a child whiles 8 had no issue. Among the married

respondents however, 3 had no children, 49 had 1-3 children and 34 had 4-6

children. Going by the above statistics it can be assumed though not

conclusively that at least 89 per cent of workers had dependents composed of

spouses and children. All the top officials interviewed were also married but

did not provide information on the number of children they had.
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Table 6: Marital Status and Number of Children ofRcspondents

Marital status Number ofchildren Total

None !-3 4-6 More than 7

Never married 8 o o 9

Married 3 49 34 3 89

Widowed o o 2

Total 51 34 4 100

Source: Fieldwork, 2006

All the respondents interviewed had at least some level of formal

education of which the least was at the basic level [primary or junior

Table 7: Educational Levels of Respondents (%)

secondary school (JSS)].

-,
3.
.~,e
,I;
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o

Managers and Directors

20

Stevedore workersLevel of education

JSSf Elementary

Education among Stevedoring Workers

t
II
I'
'11'1
"

~ ;

i
I

I
I
1

I
I
J.
I

SSSf SecondaJy 34 20

Vocationalf Technical 27 o

Terti3/)' 19.0 80

Total 100 100

Source: Fieldwork, 2006
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As shown in Table 7, 20 per cent had eil;-I-ter El=entary or JSS education, 34

per cent had secondary school educaticn while 27 per cent had vocational or

technical education.

These people had' spent varied number of years for their formal

education and this is sho\\n in Table 8. Eighteen per cent had spent between 6

and 10, 46 per cent between I I and 15 years while only 2 per cent spent

between 21 and 25 years in school.

Table 8: Number of Years Spent in Formal Education

Among the ten officials inten'iewed from the stevedoring companies,

20 per cent had spent between I I and 15 years to acquire formal education up

to the secondary school level while 50 per cent spent between 16 to 20 years,

to acquire various degrees and diplomas in tertiary institutions including

universities, polytechnics and the Ghana Maritime Academy,
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Years in current employment

Out of the nine stevedoring compan;e.~ sampled for this study, only two

had been in existence since the 19%s. Most of the stevedoring companies

were given licenses to operate over the last 5 years and this explains the reason

for 69 per cent of the respondents having spent less or up to 5 years in their

current employment (Table 9)0

Table 9: Number of Years in Current Employment

Years in current employment Stevedore workers Managers and

directors

1-5 69

6-10 15

11-15 4

16-20 8

21-25 0

26-30 4

Total 100

Source: Fieldwork, 2006

7

2

o

o

o

10

Among the sampled top officials, 70 per cent had spent 1-5 years in

their current employment while 20 per cent had spent periods ranging from 11_

15 years. Only 10 per cent had a long service record of between 21-25 years

with their current employers. The data above suggest that a greater number of

respondents might have been with their companies since its inception and

therefore had up-to-date knowledge of their activities, performance and
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challenges over the years and were thereCore the right respondents Cor the

study.

Table 10 also shows the -number oC years the stevedoring companies

have been operating. Respondents Crom the sampled stevedoring companies

confirmed the literature that most oC the companies were given licenses to

operate within the last five years.

Table 10: Number oCYears aCCompany's Operations at the Port

Years in operation at the port

1-5

26-30

30-35

Total

Frequency

7

2

10

Per cent

70

20

10

100

Source: Fieldwork, 2006

Seventy per cent of the respondents acceded to the fact that their

companies started operations within the last five years while 20 per cent said

they had been operating between the past 26-30 years with 10 per cent having

been operating between the last 30-35 years.

Employment status oCrespondents

Historically, casual labour has been the principal source of port labour

irrespective of where in the world they are located (Dubbeld 200 I). Because

the volume of work varies daily, it has been profitable for ports to employ

most of the labourers by the day, rather than permanently or on fixed contract.
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Stevedoring work has also been dangerous, ufl.ieliable, and not particularly

financially rewarding for workers and they have often chosen to be casual

rother than permanent workers. CaSuaI'labour has often been a feature of

emerging industr!es that are still struggling to understand the amounts of

regular labour needed. The Tema port data showed that 40 per cent of the

respondents were casual workers. It must be noted that all casual workers

belong to the Ghana Dock Labour Company which was formed by the

stevedoring companies in collaboration with the Ghana Ports and Harbours

Authority to serve as a labour pool for the stevedoring companies. Currently

the GDLC employs about 4000 dock workers. The rest of the respondents (60

per cent) are all permanent workers drawn from the private stevedoring

companies currently operating at the Port of Tema According to a Ghana

Association of Stevedoring Companies (GASCO) report (2004), stevedoring

companies as of April 2004 collectively employed about 600 permanent

workers.
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CHAPTER FIVE

EFFECTS OF CONTA1NERISATION ON THE STEVEDORING

INDUSTRY

INTRODUCTION

This chapter assesses the changes experienced within the port of Tema

and the stevedoring industry in Ghana due to the introduction of the container

technology. The chapter begins with an identification of some structural

changes that has taken place at the Port of Tema as a result of containerisation

and also assesses the impact of containerisation on labour activities.

CHANGES IN THE STEVEDORING INDUSTRY

The stevedoring industry in Ghana has experienced a lot of changes in

recent years. From a redefInition of stevedoring to include some shore

handling activities to the acquisition of gantry cranes and the construction ofa

dedicated container terminal, these changes can be perceived to be positively

geared towards the development of the industry and the port in general.

Respondents enumerated a host of these changes as discussed below.

Increased private sector participation

Asked what changes had been observed in the last decade, a 38 year

old Assistant Operations Manager had this to say:

"The past fIve years have seen the licensing and operation

of seven new stevedoring companies which operate
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alongside the then existing ones thnt i~. aPIIA. APS and

Spcedline~.

Indeed. 37 pcr cent of the respondents sampled also alluded to this fnet

(Table II).

Table II: Chan/:C5 in Stc\'edorin/: Indusl!')' in Ghana (%)

Observed Changes In Stevedoring Industr)'

No change

Increased private sector participation

Avernge improvement

Low productivity/undenJtilisation of some equipment

Investmcnt in modern tcchnolog.ics

High cmplo:ment rale

Created competition

Highly \mined and skilled staff

Faster and efficient services

Formation ofGDLC

Formation of the consortium

Redefinition ofstevedoring. in Ghana

Reduction in emplo)mentlevels

Improved security at the port

Total

Source: Fieldwork. 2006

Per cent

6

37

12

5

11

3

2

4

4

6

2

4

100

-.

Increased private sector participation is seen as a major change

observed in the stevedoring industry especially within the last decade. This has

been attributed to the licensing of seven other private stevedoring companies
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in addition to the two existing private couipanie.s (Atlantic Ports Senices and

Speedline Stevedoring Company) \\it,'Iin the past five years. These companies

are Advanced Stevedore Company (ASC), Gemini Maritime Senices (GMS),

c.m Tiedemann Senices' (CfS). Dashwood Stevedores Agency (DSA),

Golden Gate Sen.ices (GGS), Fountain View Limited (FVS) and Odart

Stevedoring Co. Limited (aSC).

One of the respondents, a 46 year old assistant operations manager

believes it is a government policy and even indicated that:

~As part of Ghana's quest to position itself as a gateway to

Africa, the government has introduced private participation

"ithin the stevedoring industry"ith the registration of seven

more companies....-

His remarks were corroborated by a 37 year old quay supen.isorwho obsen.·ed

among other issues that:

kThe port operations have been decentraIised gi\mg way to

other private stevedore companies to operate.~

Prodocfuity in the Stevedoring Industry

In the face of increased private sector participation in the stevedoring

industry, five per cent of the respondents cited low producti\ity in the

industry. This was e.xplained by a 30-year-old female secretmy as resulting

from the introduction of additional stevedoring companies, which has limited

work on vessels. Another worker added that more stevedores have entered into

the business leading to low producti\ity. 00 the other hand two per cent of the

respondents cited increased producti\ity in the stevedoring industry,
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attributing it to the training of more skilled' labcur for use on the new- .. ."

equipment acquired by individual companies."

Acquisition and use of advanced technology

Eleven per cent of the respondents cited the acquisition of state of the

art technologies and its usage as a major change that has taken place in the

stevedoring industry. Some cited the acquisition ofgantry cranes by the GPHA

and other heavy duty container handling equipment such as reach stackers,

spreaders, and 32 and 28 ton fork lifters. As a 35-year-old stevedore worker

remarked:

"In the last decade cargoes were containerised to enhance

fast and smooth operations In the stevedoring

industry....Formerly, cars were stored in hatches which was

very difficult to discharge"

Changes in the employment structure

On the issue of employment one per cent of the respondents saw "an

increase in the last decade. This was attributed primarily to the increase in the

licensed stevedoring companies. However some two per cent saw a reverse of

this situation and rather cited loss ofjobs in the stevedoring industry. To this

category of respondents, the advent of the container technology in the industry

has to a large extent reduced the number of dock workers who handle cargo

and this has led to the shedding off of labour in most of the companies in the

industry. This notwithstanding, four per cent of the respondents cited the

formation of the Ghana Dock Labour Company as a significant change that
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has taken place in the industry. Especi~lly noteu' YI'a;; the GDLC's ability to

bring all casual workers under one umbrella ,0 serve as a labour pool for the

stevedoring companies.

Redefinition of Stevedoring in Ghana

Stevedoring in Ghana has been redefined from loading and discharging

of cargo to and from sJ:llps or vessels to include stacking and this was seen by

three per cent of the respondents as a significant change in the stevedoring

industry over the last decade. The redefinition was effected in 1997 by the

GPHA to include some aspects of shore handling. Prior to the redefinition,

stevedoring activity ended on the quay after which the GPHA was responsible

for warehousing and delivery of cargo to consignees. However, since 1997

stevedoring companies have been made to include the extra responsibility of

transferring cargo from the quay and stacking them in sheds or warehouses.

Other Changes

A host of other changes were observed by the respondents. For

example, three per cent of the respondents said there had been increased

competition among the companies basically due to the increased private sector

participation in the industry. One of the respondents remarked as follows:

"Privatisation of stevedoring activities in Ghana has made

the industry very competitive and the companies involved

work with professionalism to achieve results. Good

performance, efficiency and safety matters are taken

seriously" (45-year-old Operations Officer).
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The formation of the consortiwlJ. ,was also'regarded by six per cent of

the respondents as a major change while 12 per cent of them stated that there

had been average improvement or changes in the industry over the last decade

without specifYing~'Ie actual changes.

Changes in individual companies

Respondents were asked to state significant changes they had observed

in their own companies over the last decade. Twenty two per cent said there

had been no noticeable change in their companies (Table 12).

Thirteen per cent cited slight to average changes but failed to specifY

the particular changes noticed in their companies. Four per cent however felt

there had been a decline in productivity, citing under-utilisation of some

equipment especially those used for handling non-containerised cargo.

On the other hand, four per cent of the respondents said there had been

an increase in productivity over the past decade as a result of an increase in the

employment of highly skilled and trained workers in their companies.

According to 32 per cent of the respondents, the m:uor change that had taken

place in their companies was the acquisition and utilisation of state-of-the-art

technology which had become very necessary because cargo handling methods

are now far more advanced than previously.
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In order to keep abreast \,ith current trends in the industry and to aid

Table 12: Challges in Indhidlial COlllDlIllies oyer (he Last Decade. ... . ~

Observed change

No change

Increased private sector p'lrtidpation

Average improvement

Low productivity/underutilisation ofsome equipment

Investment in modern technologies

High employment rate

Highly trained and skilled staff

Faster and efficient services

Redefinition ofstevedoring in Ghana

Reduction in employment levels

Proper protective clothing has been provided

Total

Source: Fieldwork, 2006

Per cent

22

4

13

4

32

5

4

4

7

4

100

-.

efficiency in the loatling and discharging of cargo to and from vessels, most

companies have made huge investments in modem stevedoring equipment

5Uch as reach slackers and spreaders.

Most of the newly acquired equipment are mainly for container

handling. Another reason for this increased investment in the container

handling equipment is its rapid increase over the conventional cargo over the

years as depicted in Table 13.
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Table 13: Cargo throughput atlhePort 6fTeJ'!la (traffic in 1000 tonnes)

Cargo 2000 1001 .20o-.! 2003 20o.t

Imp. Exp. Imp. Exp. Imp. Exp. Imp. E.~. Imp. Exp.

Liquid 2064 291 2096 335 2079 248 1963 215 2608 356

bulk

DIj'bulk 1576 37 1289 34 1258 38 1139 52 1202 64

General 257 162 311 157 233 159 323 45 530 59

Bagged 493 60 724 53 1024 28 1112 42 737 37

Containe 916 350 958 334 1425 344 1997 480 2185 660

rised

Forest 05 0.9 0.6 1.5 03

products

Total 5308 6219 5379 6312 6020 6841 6553 7391 7264 9621

Source: Ghana Ports Handbook (2005:36)

In the words ofa 56-year old Operations Manager;

"As a result of the grO\\1h of containerisation world wide-

\\ith Africa accounting for eight per cent-our company has

restructured operations on container handling. The

company has acquired four Reach stackers at a cost of

approximately $500,000 each in the last four years to meet

the gro\\ing challenges.~

Employment issues were also cited by some of the respondents from

the indhidual companies as ha\ing had a significant impact. One in 20 cited

an increase in employment and conditions of services for the employees

because of increased private sector participation in ste\·edoring. One
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respondent even remarked that there is now .tiansjlOrt for staff as well as

housing and good working relationship wiili.m'anagement.
. .

On the other hand, one in thirteen of the respondents said there has

been a reduction in theiT company's employment levels. Another respondent

stated the experience his company went through two years ago as follows:

"In response to the imminent reduction in traffic volumes, our

company embarked upon a redundancy exercise in 2004

which shed off a third of the work force" (38 year old

Assistant Operations Manager).

Another notable change in the individual companies was improvement

m services rendered by the companies. Four per cent of the respondents

observed that their companies now offer more efficient and faster services to

the shipping companies and their agents than they did ten years ago.

Changes due to Containerisation

Containerisation according to Hemson (1996) has fundamentally

changed the built environment of port infrastructure. Respondents were asked

to identify the structural changes in the Tema Port as a result of

containerisation and assess the impact of containerisation on labour activities.

General Changes

When asked about the effects of containerisation on ports operations, a GPHA

official replied:

"The container technology is an invasive subject. Its impact

can be felt in almost all aspects of port operations which
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includes port infrastructure, maimgemer.t organisation and

even in terms of 'demand for investment capital. This is

because when demand. increases, it leads to the situation

where the port operator realises he needs to put in place a lot

of changes in almost all his operations. This in itself starts

off a chain of effects in almost every section of the

organisation, not only in terms of physical development but

also in management and technical competence to handle the

containers making containerisation different from the old

system ofcargo transportation".

Containerisation as observed by 87 per cent of the respondents has

changed the face of the stevedoring industry in Ghana. Some of the changes

enumerated by the respondents are shown in Table 14. As the use of containers

for export and import increases in the West African sub-region reflecting

global trends, most stevedoring companies have contracted loans to acquire

equipment to enable them work faster and more efficiently and this has led to a

faster turn around time ofvessels at the Tema port.

The evidence provided in Table 14 on the reduction of employment

levels confirms Hemson's (1996) assertion that containerisation has adversely

affected the stevedoring industry. The focus of the stevedoring labour process

has shifted from labour-intensive loading and discharging of cargo on vessels,

which employed large numbers, to capital-intensive machinery based on the

shore which has led to massive unemployment among dock workers.
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Table 14: General Changes as it Result ofCo~taine'risation (%)

Observed changes

No change

Average improvement

Low productivity/underutilisation of some equipment

Investment in modem technologies

Highly trained and skilled staff

Faster and efficient services

Formation of the consortium

Redefinition of stevedoring in Ghana

Reduction in employment levels

Safety of cargo has been ensured

Extension of stacking area

Total

Source: Fieldwork, 2006

Per cent

13.0

17.0

3.0

20.0

6.0

10.0

4.0

1.0

18.0
~.,

~
4.0 ~:

~'

Ii
4.0 F

i~,

100 '1>
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Another general change observed in the stevedoring industry as a result

of containerisation is the safety of containerised cargo. As indicated by four

per cent of the respondents, the introduction of containers was a technological

advancement in the quest to ensure the safe movement of cargo right from the

point of supply to the final destination. To a large extent as observed by the

respondents, this technology has had a major impact on the reduction of cargo

pilferage.

The presence of a seal on a container provides evidence that its cargo

has remained secure throughout the journey. However, unlawful entry can still
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occur with the removal of a section of the contJuner's body, interference with

the seal on the outer container door or interference to the container doors of

which the weakest links tend to be the pivot rivet connecting the door handle

to the handle hub, therivefto the swivel seal bracket and the rivets on the door

hinges. In many cases improved security procedures have reduced the

opportunities for loss occurring at the port or terminal.

Effects of Containerisation on Labour

Hemson (1996) wrote that technological changes, most dramatically

seen with the introduction of containerisation in the 1970s and 1980s, appear

driven through the global imperative aimed at reducing stevedoring labour to a

relatively small activity in the overall movement of cargo in the harbour

(1996:17). Before proceeding with the arguments on the effects of

containerisation on labour, it will be prudent at this stage to examine the nature

of the labour force in the stevedoring industry in Ghana In 2004, all the

stevedoring companies in operation at the time at the port collaborated with

the GPHA to form the Ghana Dock Labour Company (GDLC) which is a pool

of casual workers. The mainstream stevedoring companies were made up of

only permanent workers while casual labour was regularly drawn from the

pool by all the stevedoring companies whenever there was a vessel with cargo

to be loaded or discharged.

There are over 4000 casual workers with the GDLC whose services are

employed as and when needed while there are relatively lower labour figures

for the mainstream stevedoring companies. Out of the 100 respondents drawn

for this study, 28 per cent said their companies had a labour force of between
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51-100 workers, while 32 per cent had aiabow: size'ofbetween 101 and 150

with 40 percent having morethall 151, worhrs"in their companies.

Containerisation like any other technology though good has its own

shortcomings. It wasnof surprising therefore, when 68 per cent of the

respondents reiterated the fact that there has been massive unemployment of

dock labour as a result of the introduction of this technology (Table 15).

Many believe that this is because less labour is required for the handling of

containers unlike the conventional or non containerised cargo.

Some views from the in-depth interviews are presented below.

The first was by a 52 year old Operations Manager who remarked as

follows:

"There has been a reduction in the number of labour intake

for jobs. With container operations, the labour composition is
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four Dockers on board (vessel) and four Dockers on the quay

while with bagged cargo oper~ti~ns; there are twelve

Dockers on board and eight Dockers on the quay". (52 year

old Opt;rations Manager).

A 3I year old billing officer felt that various functions perfonned by

labour have been reduced due to containerisation and this to him accounts for

the fall in labour figures. He remarked that:

"Containerised cargo does not need much (human) labour

since machines perfonn all the work. The few people around

go there to record and supervise the machine operators. Most

markers and sorters have been made redundant".

Though most respondents alluded to the fact that containerisation had

led to reductions in labour intake in most of the finns, others also saw the

brighter side of the change. For instance, a 38-year-old stevedore officer

reported that

"While the 'change has led to a reduction in labour intake in

the port environment, it has created employment at the

cargo destinations, especially in the container depots

outside the ports."

To some, the phenomenon depicts a situation where skilled labour is

fast replacing unskilled labour. Skill training among dock workers is seen

among three per cent of the respondents as a result of the advent of

containerisation in Ghana. This was supported by views expressed by the focal

persons. For instance, a 57-year-old Operations Manager felt that, "it had led

to skill training and development in the latest technology"
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Tilly and Tilly (1998) argued in the case of stevedores in the United

States that, although contlJinerised cargo~himdling has drastically changed

routines and productivity on th-:: waterfront with a consequent decline in the

total number of workers,~it had actually sustained or enhanced some of the

conditions that favour workers' collective action: location in forms with

substantial market power, high capital-labour ratios, extensive worker

discretionary control over firm capital, high impact of workers' performance

on the firm's aggregate performance, and institutions confirming worker

rights. The carryover of reputations and relations from the days of

conventional handwork has given stevedores additional advantages III

asserting their rights.

In order to test Tilly and Tilly's (1998) assertion, respondents were

asked to rank the individual labour conditions as they apply to dock workers in

Ghana. The result is presented in Table 16 below.

Table 16: Effect of Containerisation on Market Power of Labour

Rank Stevedore workers Directors and managers

Excellent 9 0

Good 15 0

Fair 22 5

Poor 31 5

Very poor 23 0

Total 100 10

Source: Fieldwork, 2006
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On the issue of containerisati~ll_leading 'to increased market power of

labour, 50 per cent of the Directors and Operation Managers said it was fairly

operating in the Ghanaian situation while the other half said it poorly operates

in Ghana.

The result is inconclusive as to whether containerisation which is more

mechanically based has reduced the market power of labour. The stevedoring

workers however had a wider view ofthe situation. Out of 100 respondents, 54

put forward the claim that containerisation has led to a reduction in the market

power of labour. While 31 respondent out of them said the market power of

labour has been rather poor due to containerisation, the other 23 saw

themselves as having very weak (very poor) market power whether in wage

determination or in arguing out a health care policy for themselves and their

dependents.

They are closely followed by 22 per cent of the respondents who

described the change as fair situation. To this group of respondents, the market

power of stevedore labour had been somewhat affected positively by the

advent and continuous usage of containers in the transport of cargo. Some 15

per cent scored "good" for containerisation promoting the market power of

labour especially through labour union activities.

They however noted that though they are better organised now, they

still do not have absolute power to determine their market value. Only nine per

cent of the respondents agreed in total terms that containerisation has

promoted or increased the market power of stevedore labour which can be

manipulated by the workers to their advantage.
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Effects of Containerisation on Equipment

With the advent. of containerisatior:, there has been increased

investment in cargo handling equipment. According to the Ghana Association

of Stevedori":g Compahies (GASCa 2004), none of the equipment is

manufactured in Ghana and therefore has to be imported using foreign

currencies. As part of the conditions for licensing new stevedoring companies

and re-Iicensing the old ones, GPHA included the clause that the equipment

fleet of operators will be inspected to ensure that they meet the optimum level

of equipment needed to handle both general cargo and containers.

Respondents were asked the effect of containerisation on equipment

and 77 per cent stated that containerisation had led to increased investment in

cargo handling equipment especially in the area of container handling.

However, these have not been without problems as a 45year-old Operations

Manager put it:

"Container equipment is very expensive and the purchase has

made things difficult for some of the (stevedoring)

companies as they have to pay loans, interest on the loans

and maintain the equipment".

Another complained that "the high cost of acquisition of specialised

equipment has affected cash flows". Most of the companies had acquired

equipment such as reach stackers, 10 tonne forklifts, articulated trucks, 40

tonne top lifters, spreaders and many others.
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Tablel7 shows she selected stevedoring companies and four of their

acquired equipment for the handling: of cor:tliiners in various quantities. Most

respondents in commenting on t!le acquisition of equipment by the stevedoring

companies asserted tha(tI1e equipment though helpful is very expensive. For

instance, a 45 ton reach stacker costs USD 500 per unit. According to a Ghana

Association of Stevedoring Companies (GASCO) report (2004), the

stevedoring companies have invested a total of about USD 30 million in cargo

handling equipment, most of the money acquired through bank loans.

From table 18, ten per cent of the respondents also attributed the

underutilisation ofsome equipment to the increased use of containers.

"'.

Table 18: Effects of Containerisation on Stevedoring Equipment

Effects

Increased investment in equipment

Underutilisation of some of the equipment

Pressure on existing equipment

Inadequate equipment

Total

Source: Fieldwork, 2006

Per cent

77.0

10.0

3.0

10.0

100.0

This is because equipment used in handling general cargo such as

bagged cargoes are gradually being made redundant as more shippers resort to

the use of containers. For instance, 40 per cent of cocoa beans, Ghana's main

export, go through the Tema port out of which 75 per cent are containerised.

Traditionally, cocoa beans were always stored and transported in bags.
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According to the Ghana Ports Hand Book (2:JOS), today, European buyers

prefer to make savings on bags and labolU by receiving their cocoa in bulk

(containerised).

Pressure on existing equipment is another problem attributed to

increased use of containers by three per cent of the respondents while

inadequate equipment is cited by the remaining 10 per cent as the effect of

increased use ofcontainers.

Competition among Stevedoring Companies

The desire to create a more competitive, market-based, transport and logistics

system bas led to the involvement of the private sector in the stevedoring

industry in Ghana In spite of this fact, in the Port of Tema, 49 per cent of the

respondents thought otherwise (Table 19).

Table 19: Competition among Stevedoring Companies on Employment

Status

Response Employment status

Permanent Casual

Total

..
!
i.
,

No competition due to quota system

Competition in the purchase of

equipment

Competition in service efficiency

Total

Source: Fieldwork, 2006

90

32

II

17

60

17

12

II

40

49

23

28

100
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To them, there is very little competition among the stevedoring

companies. TIlls is because. of the quota system currently in operation at the

port. One respondent summarised it as follows:

"Presently, there is no direct competition among stevedores

companies because GPHA allocates vessels according to

the stevedore's respective percentages" (38-yearold

assistant operations manager).

TIlls, to the respondents, has led to inefficiencies in the servIces

rendered by some stevedoring companies.

On the other hand 23 per cent of the respondents agreed that there is

some measure of competition among the stevedoring companies especially in

the area of equipment acquisition. The following assertions by some

respondents attest to this fact:

"Tremendous competition has been witnessed. Every

stevedoring company is trying to have the most efficient

equipment" (38-year-old stevedore officer)

"Shipping lines and their agents do not want delays so they

always prefer to allocate their vessels to stevedoring

companies with the requisite equipment" (48-year-old

Accounts Officer).

Conclusion

TIlls chapter outlined changes that have been experienced in the

stevedoring industry over the past decade. It came to light that there had been
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increased private sector participation in the indw;tIy because more companies

were given licenses to operate as. part of the government's privatisation

policies and the GPHA's ambition to become a landlord, taking oversight

responsibilities rather than engaging in daily operations at the port. Another

change has been in the area of acquisition of equipment by all the stevedoring

companies. The study revealed that the stevedoring companies had made high

investments in modem equipment and this had led to indebtedness for some of

them because they took loans from banks.

The chapter also examined the changes that have occurred in the port

m general and the stevedoring industry in particular as a result of

containerisation. It was found out that containerisation has affected almost all

aspects of the sea transport and the logistics sector. Prominent among these

areas affected are port infrastructure, equipment, staff training, investments,

labour issues and safety and security of cargo. On labour for instance, the

study showed that containerisation has led to large scale unemployment due to

the heavy reliance on machines and equipment for loading and. discharging

cargo. On the other hand it has led to skill training for labour to enable it

handle the equipment more efficiently and improve the turn around time of

container bearing vessels which call at the port.

Finally, it came to light that the formation of the Ghana Dock Labour

Company had assisted in bringing all casual workers under one umbrella to

form a dock pool from which all the stevedoring companies draw labour as

needed. It has also given about 4000 people the hope of being hired on daily

basis.
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CHAPTER SIX

THE CONSORTIUM AND IMPLICATIONS FOR STEVEDORING

Introduction

Labour organisations such as the International Transport Federation

(lTF) have stated clearly that they are not directly opposed to privatisation.

Rather, the ITF stresses that the implications of privatisation are negative if

labour is not enabled to participate in the restructuring. The ITF also

acknowledges that the experience of privatisation varies from country to

country (Marges: 1999) It is in sharing common experiences through

consolidating labour networks that an ability to influence the nature of

privatisation has and shdlild continue to be sought. This argument is expanded

upon below. The chapter also attempted to address the following objectives:

1. Assess the knowledge and views of the stevedore workers.on

the Consortium;

11. Assess possible job loses in the stevedoring industry as a result

of the Consortium takeover;

iii. Assess the capacity of stevedoring companies for continuous

container handling; and

iv. Highlight the challenges for the stevedoring industry in Ghana.
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KNOWLEDGE OF THE CONSORTIUM AMONG STEVEDORING

WORKERS

Communication is very important in any organisation that is result-

oriented. According to Nwakafor (1989: 51), it is the means by which people

are linked together in an organisation to achieve the common purposes for the

(said) organisation. He further lists six uses of communication to the

administrator, namely:

i. Establish and disseminate goals;

n. Develop plans for achievement of goal;

iii. Organise human and other resources efficiently and effectively;

iv. Select, develop and appraise members of the organisation;

v.

vi.

Lead, direct, motivate and create a climate in which people

want to contribute; and

Control performances.

When communication is not effective in an organisation whether

"
"

formal or informal, the six attributes of effective communication become

conspicuously disorganised. It is expected that any changes that affect

employees of a particular industry must be effectively communicated to them.

In the light of this, respondents were asked if they had fore knowledge of the

consortium and what it represents. Their responses are summarised in Table

20.

A quarter of the respondents said the Consortium was made up of a

group of companies including SDV and Maersk line. According to this

category of respondents, the companies involved have been tasked \\ith the

management and operation of the container terminal. Fourteen per cent of the
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sample agreed with the initial assertion Ihat the Consortium was made up of a

group of companies as mentioned above and SIaled in addition that the

Consortimn was to mobilise resources to build a container terminal at the

Temaport.

Table 20: Knowledge of Consortium

Response Se.x Tola!

Male Female

Group of companies to mobilise resources to 13 14

build conlainer terminal

Group of companies to manage and operate 24 25

container terminal ,11
..:
I::

I'"Group of companies lobbying for the 8 0 8 Ii

handling ofconlainer vessels r
"L'

Group of companies to build manage and 3 0 3 ~

operale container terminal r.
i

Umbrella body for all private stevedoring 9 10

companies

It is about di\'estiture 3 0 3

Don't know! not sure 37 0 37

Tola! 97 3 100

Source: Fieldwork, 2006

Three per cent of respondents fused the two responses together and

said the Consortium was made up of a group of companies who were to build,
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operate and manage the container terminal for and on behalf of the

Government ofGhana as part of the government's privatisation policies.

To another group of respondents who formed eight per cent of the

workforce sample, the Consortium was made up of a group of companies

whose main agendum was to lobby for container handling at the Tema port. To

this group of respondents, the group of companies were to take over container

handling from the stevedoring companies already operating at Tema.

Further assertions made include the view held by ten per cent of the

sample who said that the Consortium is an umbrella body of all stevedoring

companies currently operating in the Tema port. This view might be based on

the fact that a Consortium was formed in 1986 when the GPHA together with

some shipping lines and stevedoring companies partnered to form a container

consortium called Container Handling Services Limited (CHSL) to handle

containers at the Tema port. The shareholders of CHSL included Umarco

Ghana Limited, Scanship Ghana Limited, Atlantic Port Services Limited,

Speed1ine Stevedoring Company, Liner Agencies Ghana Limited (now Hull

Blyth Ghana Limited) and Rom Services Ghana Limited. The companies had a

70 per cent share while the GPHA had a 30 per cent share in the joint venture.

This company was incorporated in September 1986 and the certificate to

commence business was issued on 5th November, 1986. However, this venture

according to a Ghana Association of Stevedoring Companies report (GASCa

2004) suddenly collapsed.

Speculations that the Consortium is a comprehensive plan to diversifY

the port operation system, especially with container operations, is held by three

per cent of the respondents as a step further towards GPHA's ambition to turn
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the Tema port to a landlord port. On the ot!J.cr hand, 37 per cent of the

respondents said they either. did not know what the Cor.sortium was about or

had very little knowledge of its opeintions. A cross tabulation of employment

status and knowledge of the Consortium as presented in Table 21 shows that

50 per cent of the casual workers interviewed had no idea of what the

Consortium is all about as compared to 38.33 per cent of the permanent

workers who said they had absolutely no idea of the consortium.

Table 21: Respondents' Employment Status and Knowledge of the

Consortium

Response Employment status

Permanent Casual

Total

Group of companies to mobilise resources to

build container terminal

Group of companies to manage and operate

container terminal

Group of companies lobbying for the

handling ofcontainer vessels

Group of companies to build manage and

operate container terminal

Umbrella body for all private stevedoring

companies

It is about divestiture

Don't knowl not sure

Total

Source: Fieldwork, 2006
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The official the researcher interviewed at Maersk Ghana Limited

clearly evaded almost all questions on the Consortiunl but was willing to

answer other questions which were not directly related to the partnership.
i

From the various responses given it is clear that the formation and

actual operations of the Consortium are shrouded in secrecy and there is

controversy as to its actual operations, confirming findings in the initial

literature on the opaque nature of the partnership.

It is evident that some top management of the GPHA who will be

working directly with the Consortium are not sure of what it represents.

Asked about the Consortium, a GPHA official remarked that he did not have

much information about it beyond that it is made up of Maersk and SDV. ..,
When three of the key persons in GPHA were also asked when the operations

of the Consortium would begin, they gave varied dates suggesting

inconsistencies and little knowledge about the Consortium.

GOVERNMENT AND PORT AUTHORITY'S ROLE

Until the 1990s most forms of transport infrastructure was either

owned and operated by public monopolies or closely supervised by central

governments (Estache, 2001: 85). The situation is now different. However,

increased private sector investment in transport infrastructure does not mean

that the state has no role in its activities. Governments still have defined

policies and strategies for the sector, for example, they finance socially

valuable projects that are too risky to attract private investment at viable rates

of return. In addition, government acts as commissioning parties and lay down

the characteristics of the project. Public-private partnership assumes a different
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role for the government. It has been argued that iHransfonns the role from that

of a public financier and public entrepreneur to that of a buyer and director

(AVV, 1997 as quoted in Ham and Koppenjan, 2002). According to Ham and

Koppenjan (2002) public-private partnership assumes the government takes up

yet another role which is that of an equal partner. Ham and Koppenjan used

this as a basis for defining public-private partnerships as co-operation of some

durability between public and private actors in which they jointly develop

products and services and share risks, costs and resources which are connected

with these products and services.

In the Consortium, government's interest is represented by the GPHA

with a 30 per cent share while the private companies (Maersk and SDV) have

70 per cent between them. Asked how different the new management was

from the direct GPHA supervision, an official of the Port Authority (GPHA)

replied that

"The new management is a totally private entity which

GPHA can only regnlate or monitor its activities and not

direct those activities".

This suggests that GPHA ,viII playa mainly supervisory role on behalf

of the Government and people ofGhana.

The public sector has redefined its role in the port and shipping

industries through privatisation and corporatisation schemes 'vith much

attention now paid to governance issues in ports and shipping. In the tradition

of land lord ports, a system Ghana is gradually adopting, it is tempting to

presume that the port authority would act as a facilitator in the transport chain.

When respondents were asked of the role and benefit of GPHA's involvement
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in the Consortium, 27 per cent said they saw absolutely no benefit in their

participation and would rather prefe~ a purely private entity instead of a public

private partnership as currently arranged (Table 22).

Table 22: Role and Benefit of GPHA's Involvement in the Consortium on

Some workers did not see any benefit in the Consortium. They rather

felt it would result in the loss of revenue to the government due to increased

repatriation of profits by the foreign companies. Some of the respondents (II

per cent) specifically pointed out that there was interference with privatisation

with the presence of the GPHA while two per cent felt it was a ploy by GPHA
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to monopolise the operations of the containel' tcnninal. This claim seems to

have been buttressed by a 38-year-old stevedore officer who remarked that

"They (GPHA) want to continually control the port

operations in disguise even though according to them they

should have been landlords by 2003".

However, responses were not all negative as 20 per cent of the

respondents agreed that GPHA's involvement is very important especially in

the area of monitoring and supervision of the Consortium's activities and

operations. Another 20 per cent held the view that GPHA's participation was

to mainly represent the interest of the Government and people of Ghana and

also attend to security concerns that have been raised by a section of the public

ever since the formation of the Consortium was brought to the public domain.

Ultimately Ghana's investment in the terminal cannot be ruled out as a

major concern which GPHA's involvement will help to protect. A 30-year-old

respondent said:

"As a majority investor who has only 30 per cent share,

they (GPHA) can not derive any better benefit".

Some eight per cent also said GPHA's involvement is mainly to take

charge of royalties to be paid by the private companies when the operations of

the consortium comes into full force by the middle of 2006. They also felt the

partnership will assist GPHA to generate additional income from activities

hitherto un-levied at the port.

From the responses, it is clear that most workers do not know the

actual role that GPHA is playing currently or is expected to play in the

management and operation of the new dedicated container terminal. Their
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ignorance can be attributed to the lack of education on the issue among the

stevedoring companies. Some of the respondents even felt it was a ploy by

GPHA to reduce its staff strength. Workers at the port have been left to

speculate as officials of the GPHA have kept tight lips on the formation,

operation and management of the Consortium.

JOB LOSES

One of the key concerns expressed since the establishment of the

Consortium was that people would lose their jobs. This was partly confirmed

when some of the respondents said there had been massive reduction in the

labour force at the port. According to one respondent, sixteen men used to be

engaged to work a hook. However containerisation has now reduced it to

eleven men and it is expected that the number will further be reduced to four

as the Consortium modemises its operations.

When respondents were asked if they anticipated any job loses in the

stevedoring industry as a result of the takeover, 87 per cent responded in the

affirmative, II per cent disagreed with the assertion while 2 per cent of them

were not sure. Asked for reasons to support their assertion, 56 per cent said

that the 30 per cent of cargo, which is estimated to be about 1.5 million metric

tonnes of mainly non-containerised cargo, will be allocated to the stevedoring

companies. This will not be enough to sustain their business and maintaining

the staff will be an arduous task considering the large cuts in their revenues.

They anticipate that the stevedoring companies will lay ofT workers so as to

reduce their overhead cost and stay in business.
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Eighteen per cent of the stevedoring workers feared that the art of

container handling will be highly me.chanised if the Consortium takes over and

this will lead to a reduction in the labour needed to handle the container (Table

23).

Table 23: Reasons for Anticipated Job Loses On Company's Total

Labour Force

Reason Company's total labour force Total

51-100 101-150 More than 300

30 percent can not sustain 20 25 II 56

industry
..,

Stevedoring will be highly 2 4 12 18 ~.

: :
~ .

mechanised
••, ~i

Depends 0 0
.,

on government 2 2

policies

Depends on Consortium's 0 0 13 13

policies

Not applicable 4 3 4 11

Total 28 32 40 100

Source: Fieldwork, 2006

Over the years the improvement in technology has led to a high

incident ofjob cuts in various fields of operations and the stevedoring industry

is no different. The more machines companies rely on for their operations, the

less the labour needed and the higher the job redundancies.
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Whereas 13 per cent of the respondents who belonged exclusively to

companies with a labour size of more than 300 thought it would depend on

policies to be formulated by the Consortium itself including opening up the

partnership to the local stevedoring companies, 2 per cent of the respondents

who were both from companies with a labour size of less than 100, said their

employment status after the Consortium takeover will depend on government

policies.

Another I I per cent of those interviewed were of the view that the

operations of the Consortium could not lead to job loses. Varied reasons were

assigned to this assertion, not least the nature of the Consortium's policies for

employment. According to a GPHA official, the Consortium has requested 500 ..,
workers from GPHA to aid them in their operations. TIlls confIrms Marges

(1996) assertion that global shipping alliances are also developing commercial

relationships which save costs by sharing equipment, terminal space, and even

labour.

Workers from the stevedoring industry are therefore hoping that they

would be absorbed into the Consortium should they be laid off as part of the

local companies attempt to reduce their overhead cost. To some of the

workers, government could compel the Ghana Port Services Consortium

(GPSC), to absorb the labour to be laid off by the stevedoring companies.

Category of Stevedoring workers likely to lose jobs

It is very important to discuss the category of workers to be most

affected should there be job losses. Discussion on this revealed that casual

workers will feel the greatest impacts ofjob losses as a result of the operations
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of the Consortium (Table 24). Nineteen out of 21 respondents aged 51-60

assented to this and were supported 24 out of 46 aged 3I-40 and 16 out of 28

aged 41-50 years. The reasons for this include the fact that limited labour will

be needed for the operations of the modem equipment currently in use. One

piece of such equipment is the gantry crane. Containerised cargo vessels that

call at the port will be handled with gantry cranes which are faster and more

efficient than other equipment such as reach stackers (which are currently used

by the stevedoring companies for discharging and loading containers).

Table 24: Categol')' of Workers Likely to Lose Jobs on Age of

Respondents

~Categol)' 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 Total : ~

Pennanent 5 12 12 2 31

Casual 0 24 16 19 59

Both 0 10 0 0 10

Total 5 46 28 21 100

Source: Fieldwork, 2006

Since limited labour will be needed, neither the Consortium nor the

nine stevedoring companies will need the extra labour from the dock pool

(Ghana Dock Labour Company). This is because the Consortium had already

requested 500 workers from GPHA and did not need additional hands. Also,

the stevedoring companies with reduced revenue might be struggling to sustain

permanent staff and will therefore not be able to recruit additional labour to

work on an already reduced consignment. Another factor which is believed to

have placed casual workers at a disadvantage is the use ofa highly mechanised
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system of operation by the Consortium. It is apparent that there \\;11 be an

increase in the demand for skilled labour ofwhich most casuals are not.

TRAINING IN THE STEVEDORING INDUSTRY

'When the respondent~were asked about training received on their jobs,

70 per cent of the permanent workers said they ha\'e been duly trained while

30 per cent said they had not attended any formal training sessions on the job.

Among the casual workers, 55 per cent said they had been taken through some

level ofin-sen;ce training while the rest had not been formallv trained on their- .
jobs (fable 25)

Table 25: Emplo)'ment Status on Training among Workers

Category Yes No Total

Permanent 42.0 18 60

CasuaI .,.,
18 40

Total 64 36 100

Source: Fieldwork, 2006

When respondents were asked if they could still fit into the stevedoring

industry in the face of technological ad\'ancements especially made possible

\\;th the ad\'ent of containerisation, 98.3 per cent of the permanent workers

gave a positive response. This might be due to the fact that a permanent

worker is more likely to attend training sessions in the use of the sophisticated

equipment than a casual worker who automatically belongs to the pool and

normally used for general cargo discharges. More than a quarter (27.5) of the
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casual workers interviewed said they could not fit into the stt:vedoring industry

due to the current technological advancement in the stevedoring business

while 72.5 said they could fit in well regardless of the technological

advancement.

NEW CONTAINER TERMINAL AND MANAGEMENT TEAM

The desire to create a more competitive, market-based system has led

to the involvement of the private sector in infrastructure investments.

Containerisation has led to the construction of increasingly larger vessels

while market structure in liner shipping has resulted in the formation of

alliances of container carriers. According to Wiegmans et al (2002), these
,.,

developments are forcing port authorities and container terminal operators to

also increase their scale. The Ghanaian situation is no different as seen in

Table 26.

Table 26: Reasons for New Dedicated Container Terminal on

Employment Status

Reason

To allow bigger vessels to call at port

Most cargoes are containerised

Development of port to meet international standards

Employment creation

Decongestion of port

Total

Employment status Total

Pennanent Casual

2 4 6

20 8 28

13 0 13

2 0 2

23 28 51

60 40 100

Source: Fieldwork, 2006
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Congestion was cited by 51 per cent of the respondents as one of the

main challenges facing the Port of Tema. As one GPHA official put it:

"The port is facing a lot of challenges because it is very

small in terms of infrastructure. Due to that and the

increased volumes of traffic, there has emerged a serious

challenge for space".

The need for a new terminal was supported by many of the respondents who

thought that will solve L'le problem of congestion at the port.

Container terminals form a central part of the transport infrastructure

and its development leads to the overall development of the port system.

Josephine Nkrumah, the Executive Secretary of the Ghana Association of

Stevedoring Companies confrrmed this in a remark that the association

(GASCO) had no objection to the development of ports in line with global

trends and to increase their capacity to accommodate the growing traffic of

containerised cargo. She further said that the association was conscious that

the said growth amplifies the pivotal role of a port to the development of the

nation due to its potential as a revenue generating asset.

Like Nkrumah, the respondents put forward various reasons why the

~pn neellfq ~ ~eY( fPI1flljrer terminal. Some 51 per cent of them mentioned the

QfQPI~m. of CiJ~·gestio.n al the oort of Tfffill w!tile 28 per cent believed that the
~::_. ",', :.~~ I \:: \','1':\.,\1:\\ II; ~\~; f'I'\ ~ ~:. ;. '1.\\ ! :'

. : ,'II' '. 1\.1 ,I.. 1!1 I' 1',\ 1,

Increase in th~vol~e of ~tin~i\leris~d cargo has necessitated the construction

of the dedicated terminal. This partly confirms Pedersen's (2000:(j) <jl!Stll'!!!m

that the growth of container traffic requires increasing investments in ports and

freight handling equipment and a growing administrative capacity to operate

the ports efficiently. To a section of the respondents, the provision or
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construction of the new dedicated cOl)tainer temlinal 'was in line with plans of

developing the Tema port into a hub.

As noted by Notteboom and Rodrique (2005:2), increased cargo

availability has triggered changes in vessel size resulting in the emergence of

new breed terminals. Six per cent of the respondents believed that the

construction of the terminal is to allow bigger vessels to call at the port while

two per cent attributed it to employment creation. Indeed, Wiegmans et al

(2002: 10) have asserted that government involvement in container terminal

development can be justified by the need for employment creation.'

The container terminal is to be managed by a new team. Asked if there

was a problem with the current management team, a port official said no but

continued to indicate that the port authority has adequate, well trained, and

well equipped port operators who can tum the worst situation into a good one.

When he was further asked why the need then for a new management team, he

said it originated from the fact that the government did not want to have a hand

in doing business so they invited the private sector to operate the terminal.

Ghana is slowly moving away from its status as a service port to a hind

lord port. According to Notteboom and Rodrique (2005), with a land lord port,

the port authorities provide the necessary port infrastructure including quays,

locks, docks and yards. Governments on their part, provide financial support in

the form of subsidies and loans while the private sector is responsible for cargo

handling and port services, storage warehousing and all investments in

superstructure.

Respondents were also asked to state if Ghana was ready and able to

manage the dedicated container terminal. As much as 89 percent responded in
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the affinnative (Table 27), emphasising the capaCity of Ghanaians to

successfully manage the tenninal \~thout foreign intervention. They cited the

Tema Container Tenninal (TCT) as an example of a local initiative that is

thriving well under indigenous management.

Table 27: Reasons for Ghana's Readiness and Ability to Manage the

Terminal

Reason Frequency Per cent

Thriving private local entrepreneurs 29 32.6

High investment in project 27 30.3

Have skills and technical know how 30 33.7
,~

More experts can be trained locally I.
3 3.4 .,

Total 89 100.0

Source: Fieldwork, 2006

Some 33.7 per cent of the respondents who said Ghana lias the ability

to manage the container tenninal attributed their assertion to the fact that

Ghanaians possess the requisite skills and know-how to manage the tenninal

well without the need for foreign intervention. While 27 per cent also believed

that the high investment the government had made in the construction of the

tenninal indicates the nation's readiness to manage it in order to reap positive

returns on the investments.

Another section of the respondents (9 per cent) strongly believed that

Ghana can and would be able to manage the new tenninal if and only if it is

given to private companies (specifically, indigenous companies) and not the
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government or expatriate companies. Some cited ~apit?1 flight as l! basis for

this assertion. They thought that much 'of 1l)epr!lfils wiII be repatriated to

home countries ofexpatriates if they (foreign companies) are given the right to

manage the new terminal. The fear of others was that when given to the

foreign colilPanies, oIllY expatriates will be given the opportunities to occupy

top management positions in the Consortium and respondents pointed to

evjdences of t1)is occlflTence in some companies that had been divested and

given to foreign cPmpanies to fUll. A 38-year-old stevepore officer summed it

up for this category when he said "it can be best handled by Ghanaian private

businessmen". Three per cent of the respondents also believed that though

Ghana has the ability, there will be the neecl to train more people to handle the

equipment better.

All nine per cellt of respondents who initially said Ghana was not ready

to manage the new facility attributed it to the existence of a bad maintenance

culture among Ghanaians. They said it is common knowledge that Ghanaians

love and hail new projects but do very little to maintain most infrastructure

after they had been commissioned. To such people, building the terminal and

giving it to a foreign private partner to manage and pay royalties is the best

option.

CAPACITY OF STEVEDORING COMPANIES FOR CONTINUOUS

CONTAINER HANDLING

It has been asserted by the Ghana Association of Stevedoring

Companies (GASCO) that when the consortium starts its operations by the
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middle of 2006, the sector to be InC'st uffected woUld be the stevedoring

industry which employs over 4000 workers (including Ghana Dock Labour

Company). The sections below addresses issues relating to the stevedoring

companies.

Ability to thrive

When ten top officials, mostly Directors and Operations Managers of

the stevedoring companies were asked of their companies' capacities to

continue in the face of current technological advancement, 90 per cent said

their companies had the requisite capacities to operate. Only one cited

inadequacy of equipment as the reason why his company could not compete

with the multinational companies. Nine other top officials suggested that they

could survive and adapt to changes the stevedoring industry is currently

undergoing. Some 77 per cent said they could stand up to any challenge in the

industry because they had qualified management and well-trained staff. They

also possessed modem equipment which could pass as state-of-the-art

technology. A 52-year-old operations manager captured the ability of "his

company to stand the test of time as follows:

"We have a highly qualified management team which is

prepared to face any challenges that come our way".

Another felt with good planning, they possessed the requisite capacity

to continue operations in the face ofcurrent technological advancement. While

accepting the issues raised, the question is, whether good planning and

possessing the needed skills and equipment could save the nine stevedoring
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companies from collapsing if the Cmsortium took OV(;r 70 per cent of the job

they currently handle?

Surprisingly, when asked abom the future of their equipment (container

handling), eight out of the ten top executives said the container handling

equipment might be left idle. A 60-year old general manager said:

"The equipment will be grounded and left idle if it is not

hired by the Consortium".

In a similar response, a 44 year old stevedore manager said:

"They (equipment) will be redundant as they are

specialised equipment for use in container handling".

The most disturbing of these responses was from a 57-year-old operations

manager who said:

"The equipment will be idle and we will not be able to

repay the loans we took for their acquisition".

Only two out of the ten said their equipment will still be in use. A 38-year-old

assistant operations manager declared that "we have an off-port terminal

(Atlas) where they would be redeployed" while another said

"Only berth one and two have been converted to dedicated

berths, the other berths will be handled by the stevedoring

companies".

The last response can be contested on the grounds that container

carrying vessels wiII be diverted to the dedicated berths (l and 2) and not the

other remaining berths. From the responses given above it is clear that the

future of most of the stevedoring companies really hangs in the balance. Only
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a few have plans on what lise the~' cC'uid put thci~ f"'1uipment to after the

takeover.

Companies' effort to ensnre sunival of the stevedorina indnsm'
" .

Though the odds seem to be against the stevedoring companies, they

are vigorously fighting for their sunival in the industry. Asked how the

companies are preparing to ensure the continued existence of the ste\'edoring

industry, 20 per cent said they were looking up to their umbrella body which is

the Ghana Association of Ste\'edoring Companies (Table 28). The Association

is still negotiating \\ith the government to either include its members in the

Consortium or take a second look at the entire agreement in order to save the

stevedoring companies from imminent collapse.

As ofnow the association bas not made any headway \\ith its proposals

e\-en though a petition dated November 22, 2004 was sent to the Ghana

Maritime Authority (GMA), the apex body in the Ghanaian maritime industry

to re\iew the issue of the Consortium as part of the numerous challenges being

faced by the stevedoring companies. The GlI1A recommended that GPHA

should gh'e stevedoring companies, as indigenous im-estors, the same

conditions and opportunities as the present participants. This recommendation

has not been followed and should be ofconcern to the country.
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Relocating resources across spatial barriers

Apart from coordinating with GASCO, 30 per cent of the respondents

mainly from companies which have been in operation for 1-5 years, said they

were personally striving to be a part of the Consortium, an initiative which at

this stage looks more bleak than bright. However, Twenty per cent of the top

executives interviewed, whose companies had been in operation for a longer

period (26-35 years) opted for investment in other businesses by their

respective companies. Even though this group of respondents did not state the

actual businesses they had planned investing in, they were quite optimistic that

it will be the best to move into other businesses to save their companies from

imminent collapse. As one Assistant Operations Manager put it:
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"The stevedoring industry i~. fast. declining; i;ontinuity will

mean smaJler size activities. The future \Vill be to divert to

other activities".

In their article Port Regionalisation: "Towards a New Phase in Porta ,

Development", Notteboom and Rodrique (2005) suggested that the private

sector is indeed broadening the geographical scale of its activities and as a

result many of the stevedoring companies and freight forwarders have added

inland terminal operations to their business in a bid to strengthen their position

in the market. This suggestion may as weIl go to stevedoring companies in

Ghana in the face of their current challenges they face in their stevedoring

operations. Others may want to stay on the 30 per cent estimated non-

containerised cargo which \ViII stilI be available for handling by the nine

stevedoring companies. However, when respondents were asked if revenues

from that could sustain their business, they all said it could not. One even said

revenue from that would not be enough to pay for their overhead cost let alone

consider profits.

A company's ability to invest/divest or relocate production across

spatial barriers is a very important determinant of its capacity to survive

changes in its conditions ofoperations.

Eighty per cent of the top executives of the stevedoring companies said

it \viIl be difficult to relocate production or services across spatial barriers

(Table 29) even though almost all the stevedoring companies have branches in

the port of Takoradi which is Ghana's oldest commercial port.
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Table 29: Compan~"S Abilil)' to II!HS:lDivcst or Re!ocate Production on

Compan~"sYears ofOperntion

Ability to invest/divest or Years of company's operation Total

relocate business

Easy

1-5

o

26-30 30-35

o
Difficult

Impossible

Total

Source: Fieldwork. 2006

6

7

2

o

2

o

o

8

10

Most of the company heads said it will be diffieult to relocate their

businesses or invest in others. This response came mostly, from companies

who had be..'"Il operation for less than SLX years. Another said it will be

absolutely impossible to relocate its production to another geographical area,

and for them the only solution will be joining the Consortium, or fold up. One

of the respondent however said it will be easy to relocate production across

spatial barriers. To them, they believed that they had the ability to invest or

di\'est easily or reinvest in any other business within the same geographical

area

Relocating, as rightly observed by most of the companies, \\ill not be

easy especially since Ghana has only two major ports (Tema and Takoradi)

from which all but three (CTS, FVS and ASC) of the stevedoring companies

are already operating. The dry port (Inland) of Bonkrah is still under

construction. Nevertheless, both Tema and Takoradi can make do \\ith

additional inland terminals such as Antrak·s Tema Container Terminal (TCT).
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Looking out for people's needs and salisryingthem,is the core function of

service providers and this should ~ropel s~me onh~ stevedoring companies to

invest in inland container terminals since thaJ promises to be a viable business.

CHALLENGES OF THE STEVEDORING INDUSTRY IN GHANA

The stevedoring industry has faced many with challenges. In

conducting the present research, the challenges were categorized under two,

general problems facing the industry as a whole and challenges facing

Individual companies in the industry.

General challenges

The majority of the respondents (51 per cent) mentioned imminent job

losses as the greatest challenge facing the stevedoring industry (Table 30). It is

significant to note that all casual workers cited this as the greatest challenge

being faced. This is because they anticipate that the revenues from the non

containerised cargo, which forms about 30 percent of the total throughput at

the Tema port, will not be enough to sustain the nine stevedoring companies.

To the workers, their jobs are on the line because they anticipate that

management of the stevedoring companies will terminate their appointment as

a measure to save their businesses from collapsing.

Another general challenge cited by 15 per cent of the respondents

(mainly permanent workers) was GPHA's involvement in the stevedoring

industry. The Ghana Ports and Harbours Authority has a 25 per cent

shareholding in stevedoring activities at the Tema Port and this is seen as a

contradiction to GPHA's idea of becoming a landlord and a regulator because
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company has specific quotas of cargo allotted to it undcr the current system.

manipulating the system to their advantage. It must howcvcr bc noted that caeh

such activitic.s arc normally Icll fnr private investors ill most port,; that practise

thc landlord systcm.

TAhle 30: Genernl ChnllenJ:l'" Facinl: the SlendorinJ: Industry on

Employment Stntus

Gcoer.lt Challenges Category Total

Pcnnancnt Casual

No challcngc 5 0 5

Immiocnt job loscs II 40 51

25 perrcnt royally 100 high for companics 7 0 7

Invoh'cmcnt ofGPllA in ste\'edoring 15 0 15

No pre-financing by shipping lincs 10 0 10

Idle c.1suat labour whcn Ihere are no \'cssels 2 0 2

Lack of competition among stc\'cdoring 2 0 2

companies

OuOL1 system inequalitics 5 0 5

Many/mulliple challenges 3 0 3

TOL1t 60 40 100

Source: Fieldwork. 2006

The most worrying aspect of this is that GPHA acts as Ihe body that

allocat(,"S vcssels 10 be handled by each stcvcdoring company including itself

on a daily basis. Some of the respondents accused the GPHA of allocating

\'Cssels with the most containers to itself and therefore accused them of
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such activities are nonnally left" . . . '. .lor J.lnvate Investors In most ports that practise

the landlord system.

Table 30: General Challenges Facing the Stevedoring Industry on

Employment Status

General Challenges Category Total

Pennanent Casual

No challenge 5 0 5

Imminent job loses I I 40 51

25 percent royalty too high for companies 7 0 7

Involvement of GPHA in stevedoring IS 0 IS

No pre-financing by shipping lines 10 0 10 I:,
Idle casual labour when there are no vessels 2 0 2

Lack of competition among stevedoring 2 0 2

companies

Quota system inequalities 5 0 5

Many/multiple challenges 3 0 3

Total 60 40 100

Source: Fieldwork, 2006

The most worrying aspect of this is that GPHA acts as the body that

allocates vessels to be handled by each stevedoring company including itself

on a daily basis. Some of the respondents accused the GPHA of allocating

vessels with the most containers to itself and therefore accused them of

manipulating the system to their advantage. It must however be noted that each

company has specific quotas of cargo allotted to it under the current system.
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Another problem that was cited by seven p~r.cent of the respondents is

the high royalties paid by the stevedoring companies to GPHA. Payment of

royalties was instituted by the Port Authority to ensure that stevedoring

compm:ues make 'a direct irto~etary contribution towards port construction and

development. Initially the royalty was $1.1 0 per tonne of cargo handled and

therefore the net royalty paid montWy by the stevedoring companies to the

GPHA was $1.10 multiplied by the tonnage handled by the company within

that month. In 2002, the royalty level was reviewed and the basis changed

from tonnage to gross earnings which in itself include other revenues such as

delays and overtime of staff. Workers complained that the current 25 per cent

royalties being paid to the GPHA by the stevedoring companies is seriously

affecting their revenue generation. A 38-year-old stevedore officer said:

"The GPHA is playing a divide and rule tactic. In order to

sabotage the private stevedoring companies, it is weakening

the financial base of the private companies through high

royalties paid to them by these companies. 25 per cent is

paid on every vessel we handle while tariffs have not been

changed for a while".

Non pre-financing of stevedoring activities by the shipping lines and

their agents was cited by I0 per cent of the respondents as a problem the

stevedoring industry is currently facing in their operations. These respondents

believed that shipping lines or their agents must at least pre-fmance activities

of the stevedoring companies in order to help them offer more efficient

services to them. With the current practice, the stevedoring companies are paid

after service delivery.
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Other problems faced by the industry as eil\~~rated by the respondents

include inequalities in the quota system (fivepe. cent), idleness among casual

workers when there are no vessels (two per cent) and lack of competition

among stevedoring compames (two per cent). As stated in preceding chapters,

the Temaport runs a quota system for the allocation of vessels to be handled

by all stevedoring companies including the GPHA. Some of the respondents

questioned the basis for the allocation of quotas to the companies because

some companies had higher quotas than others. The GPHA has plans of

abolishing the quota system and reintroducing the free for all· or the market

system. The initial introduction had to be aborted only a month after its

introduction due to problems encountered as has been elaborated in Chapter

One. The issue of lack of competition might worsen when the Consortium

begins its operations because the assignment of infrastructure to terminal

operators in large blocks, which is quite unlike the open access stevedoring

arrangement practised in Ghana until now, will restrict competition from new

entrants. Wiegmans et aI (2002) made a similar observation in his study of

some selected ports in Europe where they found out that in most coniainer

ports, there was only one container operator.

All casual workers in the port of Tema are employed by the Ghana

Dock Labour Company (GDLC). This is a company that is jointly owned by

all stevedoring companies and the GPHA and serves as a labour pool for these

companies. The company was created to cut down on the expenditure on

wages and salaries of workers by the stevedoring companies but, at the same

time, maintain a ready pool oflabour to be used as and when needed.
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Officially, the stevedoring companies are' n'o( supposed to have casual

workers in their individual companies even !hough investigations by the

researcher showed that some ofthe companies had flouted this rule. Currently,

the GDLC employs over 3800 casual workers some of whom had been

working with the GPHA for long periods. They are basically rendered

redundant since they have not been selected to work or attend to vessels.

When the casual workers were interviewed, a number of them

complained that most of them go without jobs for several weeks due to their

large numbers, (over 3800 workers). To them a workers ability to ensure that

he gets selected from the pool daily plays a pivotal role in ensuring his

survival because they are paid only when they get selected for a job. Some are

quite skilled as a result of experiences acquired over the years as tally clerks,

winch men and other stevedoring related duties.

Individual challenges

Individual companies in the stevedoring industry are, faced with a

number ofchallenges that hinder their smooth growth. One of these was found

to be related to the health and safety of workers. Stevedoring is generally

regarded as a ris!..)' profession especially where safety and protective wear

such as industrial boots, crash helmets and quality hand gloves are not

provided. As Table 31 shows, the individual workers faced \vith lot of

challenges in their companies.
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Challenges
Employment smtus Toml

Pennanent Casual

No challenge 5 0 5

Lack ofIogistics 12 0 12

Managements attitudes towards junior smff 16 0 16

Lack ofpromotion 5 0 5

High capital investment has led to 2 0 2

indebtedness

Low remuneration 5 5 10

Lack of training 7 4 II

Health and safety ofstnff 4 31 35

Managements support for sound industrial 3 0 3

peace

Many/multiple challenges

Toml 60 40 100

Source: Fieldwork, 2006

Management's attitude towards junior staff was mentioned by 16 per

cent of the respondents as appalling. They felt that their needs were sometimes

disregarded by their employers and this to some of the respondents portrayed a

low support for sound industrial peace by management. Others complained of

low remuneration especially in the case of casual workers.

Some also complained that they are often left out when GPHA

organises training seminars because the Port Authority commits its resources
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in training Operations Managers and Stevedoririg Managers leaving out the

junior workers.

According to two per cent of the respondents, high capital investment

in equipment has led to indebtedness of their companies and this has had a

negative impact on the services they render to their clients. In all, stevedoring

companies have invested US$30 million in cargo handling equipment and

other supporting systems. These funds were raised from bank loans with their

attendant interest and collaterals.

THE FUTURE OF THE STEVEDORING INDUSTRY

From the preceding section, it can be deduced that the stevedoring

industry in Ghana is faced with many challenges with the most pressing issue

being the operations of the Consortium. The stevedoring companies' ability to

survive this will to a large extent determine the future of the industry.

Dark clouds

Top executives of the stevedoring industry were sharply divided on the

future of the industry. Half of them postulated that stevedoring as it stands

today is not the business of the future this is because the industry is choked.

Twenty percent of the top officials argued that the industry is crowded with

too many operators who are likely to collapse it with or without the operations

of the Consortium. As stated by a 38-year old stevedore officer:

"I perceive a bleak future for the industry especially

considering the number of operators in Tema port. I believe
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ste\'edoring should be ,incorp:>rated' '''itiJ haulage and

warehousing to sustain the industr)'~.

An official of the GPIM. pmlv blamed this on the Pon Authorit\' who. .
he accused of issuing licenses to nine companies when if knew it had plans to

bring in the Consonium to take over the handling of containers at the pan. As

he noted, at the end of year :WOO there were only three private ste\'edoring

companies at the pan handling cargo alongside the GPHA. These were

Atlantic Pon Services (APS) \\ith a quota of 15 percent, Speedline

Stevedoring Company (SSC) \\ith a quota of 10 percent and Express Maritime

SCT\;ces (EJ.vfS) ,,;th an initial quota of 25 percent which was later reduced to

10 percent. Five more companies were licensed between 2001 and 2002 while

EMS was later split into two companies, Advance Stevedore Company (ASC)

and Gemini Maritime SCT\;ces (GMS) to bring the number currently to nine

private stevedores operating alongside the GPHA. Some of these companies

have quotas as low as 5 per cent and \\;th the coming into force of the

Consonium, all these companies are going to participate in the handling of the

remaining 30 percent throughput (non-containerised cargo) according to their

re:,-pective quotas. There is some truth in the fact that the industl}' could have

been best sustained if the number oflicensed companies had been lower than it

is today.

Some respondents also mentioned that the presence of the

multinational companies were a threat to the industl}'. A 55-year-old acting

Managing Director ofone ofthe companies said

~Ghanaian companies are losing control O\'cr stc\'edoring to

the private multinational companies and, bel:ause the
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multinationals have th~ huge. capital, ~hr:y dr~wn the local

ones in tenns of latest equipment, expertise and technical

knowhow".

As was previously discussed, the Consortium is made up of very big

and successful names in the shipping industry such as A. P. Moeller ~aersk

and SDV. Currently, A. P. Moeller Maersk is the largest container shipping

company in the world and therefore is viewed as a stronger contender to the

local companies in the industry. SDV is a global logistics company with its

head office in France. Within Ghana, the company brands itself as the market

leader in logistics, handling specialised cargo such as cotton, cocoa and rice.

Its main activities include clearing and forwarding and is also involved in

projects and logistics. SDV has a container freight station and dedicated

container terminal, an export stuffmg yard in Tema and is also involved in

through bill of lading to Burkina Faso, Niger and Mali. Its activities further

include bonded and open warehousing and collateral management and it also

acts as a shipping agency. As a company that has an International Standards

Organisation (ISO) 9001 quality accreditation, SDV offers direct weekly

service between Tema and Europe, Far East and Indian Ocean/South

AfricalDubai \vith good transit times. SDV also operates a dedicated container

yard in Kumasi which caters for ti..-nber exports and other non-traditional

cargo. These are internationally acclaimed experts in the shipping industry and

it is therefore not quite surprising that the local stevedoring companies feel

intimidated by their participation in a field that has been traditionally theirs.

General workers in the stevedoring industry were much more

optimistic about the future prospects of the industry than their directors. Sixty-
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five per cent were of the opinion tbat the indust.Y,had 11 futur~, four per cent

were not sure while 31 per cent agrced with their top officials that the

stevedoring industry as it stands teday can :Jet be said to be the business of the

future. The bleak future. observers cited similar reasons to those of their

directors and added another factor which is its dependence on political

decisions. They felt that the industry will not survive if the government does

not intervene and incorporate the local companies in the Consortium.

Sea Never Dries

A 60-year-old General Manager made the following statement to

assure the researcher that the stevedoring industry had come to stay:

"Until the sea dries up vessels will never cease coming to

Ghana and it will require stevedores to handle cargo or work

on the ships".

The above assertion represents views held by 38 per cent of the general

workers who believe the industry will survive. To this group of respondents, it

does not matter who is doing the handling of cargo. What matters to them is

that stevedoring is a global occupation that has come to stay and will survive

in Ghana. It will therefore remain so until the sea goes dry.

Some also believe that the stevedoring industry is currently undergoing

a period of difficult challenges in order to adapt to modem trends in the

transport and logistics sector and that these problems will eventually work

themselves out. Such people have therefore adopted a wait and see attitude as

they wait in hope that the industry will rejuvenate itself. Others believe that the

industry can be modified by the major players in the marine industry,
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especially the port authorities. One of the responde~ts'sur;lInaris~d his idea as

follows:

"Stevedoring involves loading and di~charging cargo at the

sea interface. It could be modified to cater for national

interest (invisible earnings) and security part of maritime

operations that can not be ceded from general port operations

in the short run"

On the issue of the Consortium, some anticipate a brighter future for

this partnership to the industry. They believe that GPHA has embarked on a

potentially viable and successful project with the Consortium. This is because

the participation of the multinationals such as A. P. Moeller Maersk in such a

venture will help the international financial institutions view the project in a

more positive way and also make future expansion easier since there will be

ready support from such financial institutions. Mention can also be made of

technology transfer from these acclaimed maritime kingpins to their Ghanaian

counterparts. However this transfer will not reach the local companies since

they are outside the Consortium.

To others, the non-containerised cargo can sustain the companies in the

industry if they are willing to cut back on their expenditures especially on

labour. A 52-year-old Operations Manager explained cargo traffic at the port

and advised his colleagues as follows:

"Cargo traffic at the Tema port is divided under these

headings; containers, vehicles, dry bulk and general cargo

(bagged cargo and steel products). When the consortium
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takes over about 80 percent of car!l0es i:!hich'is made of

containers, the other cargoes will be left for the stevedoring

companies. The stevedoring compmiies must reduce their

overheads (operating cost) drastically to remain in business."

VIEWS FROM THE CONSORTIUM

An official from one of the key players in the Consortium, Maersk

Ghana Limited, when asked about the company's view on the assertion that

the Consortium was to take over stevedoring from the local companies

responded that "the consortium will only handle a percentage of the cargo

traffic". When he was further asked if the stevedoring industry as it stands

today had any future prospects, the official did not give a direct answer but

pointed to his initial answer "the consortium will only handle a percentage of

the cargo traffic". He however failed to mention the exact percentage of cargo

to be handled by the stevedoring companies. Inferring from the statement

made by this official, Maersk and its partners, though it is not clearly stated,

believe that the stevedoring industry under local investors still has a future

even with only 20-30 percent total cargo throughput to handle.

Currently the company (Maersk Ghana Limited), which started its

operations in Ghana in 1957, has a total workforce of272. Their main area of

specialisation is in shipping and intermodal activities. The company is also

involved in a host of transport and logistics related activities such as freight

forwarding, warehousing and the latest addition, container terminal operations

and management. As an intermodal company with direct ownership of inland
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facilities, the company assesses il~ ability to i;lVl:st, disinvest or relocate

production across spatial barriers as easy.

"
Asked for the reasons for its partnership with the other companies to

manage container terminal operations, an official of the company listed three

main reasons ranking them as very important to the company's decision to

involve itself in the Consortium. These are:

i. Guarantee quick turn around time;

ii. Opportunity to get involved in land based activities; and

iii. As a measure ofaddressing congestion at the port.

The reasons given by the official confirms Lawrence' (1998) assertion

that due to the increasing fIxed costs that arise from the deployment of larger

vessels, as well as the development of hub and feeder systems, global shipping

alliances are increasingly participating in container terminal operations. This is

to guarantee quick turnaround of their expensive larger vessels as well as

instant berth availability so that smooth mainline-feeder connections can be

maintained. The trend is also towards the involvement in land based activities

with the aim of controlling inter-modal interfaces to vertically integrate

transport logistics so as to offer a door-to-door service to customers.

Human resource capacity is very important especially In the

stevedoring business even with its swift move from being labour intensive to a

capital intensive venture. When asked if the consortium had the requisite

human resource capacity to undertake stevedoring activities at the Tema port,

the official responded in the affIrmative and added that the capacity can be

expanded but failed to state how it planned to do so.
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gear".

eventually assume an increasing number and diversity of development

properly managed, their productivity is more enhanced.

CONTAINER TERMINAL ANDIN

When the Maersk official was 'al;ked how be~t~t.lie Tema port could be

turned into a hub while protecting ilie interest of the local industries especially

the stevedoring sector, his response was "storage areas of the port need to be

expanded with dedic~ted areas Ofor IMO cargo, transit and transhipment

cargoes as well as export cargo". On the local industries he said:

Ghana aspires to become a hub port in the sub region and is therefore

stevedoring equipment such as minimum number of reach

stackers, spreaders, fork lifters and all other stevedoring

It is clear that this official was concerned about the capacity

of the stevedoring companies to compete with the Consortium.

"Stevedores must be licensed only on acquisition of basic

TRANSPORT DEVELOPMENT

investing in infrastructural developments to enhance its (port's) image.

INVESTMENT

However, people believe it must not sacrifice the interest of its local industry

in order to achieve its aim. On the whole, intervention of external agents in

local development must be seen to foster local development not subvert it.

Local institutions gain experience from the partnership so formed and

functions. Local resources and their utilisation help to identifY points of

intervention in the development process. When these are mobilised and
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CHAPTER SEVEN

SUMMARY, OBSERVAnONS, RECOMMENDAnONS AND

CONCLUSION

SUMMARY

The desire to create a more competitive market based transport system

has led to the involvement of the private sector in infrastructure investments.

One such investment in the port industry is in container terminals. Investment

in sea transport infrastructure is regarded as a major incentive for economic

development and this has resulted in some countries taking a more pro-active

approach to sea transport planning with investment preceding rather than

following demand.

The container revolution is seen as one of the most significant

technological innovations in the transport sector enabling intermodality and

door to door delivery of goods and services. In Ghana, container traffic has

increased tremendously over the past five years creating the need for a

dedicated terminal to ensure smooth operations at the port and to

accommodate the growing traffic which has inadvertently created congestion

in the port.

Ghana has responded to this need by constructing a dedicated container

terminal, with Berths I and 2 extended to provide 570 metres of quay capable

of handling two 250 metre long ships simultaneously. The new container

terminal, which is located at the western end of Tema port, has three ship-to-
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shore gantry cranes and is to be managcd by a~oqsortium of shipping lines

and the Ghana Ports and Harbours Authority (GPlIA). A section of the general..
public and the stevedoring companies expect that the new management team,

which will also haiJdle. container traffic at the port, will assume container

handling which hitherto was a preserve of the local stevedoring comp?nies.

This study was conducted to assess the effects of the takeover on the

stevedoring companies in Ghana.

Chapter one of the study constituted the background to the research

conducted; it traced the container technology and outlined the importance of

this innovation in the transport sector. A container offers a direct facility

between the major points of origin and is able to take maximum advantage of

each mode according to the geography of the joumey and has therefore made

intermodal transport possible. It has also to a large extent improved the turn

around time of vessels as vessels calling at the port unload and load containers

and sail within a day or two depending on the number of containers to be

handled.

The chapter further traced the involvement of the private sector in

stevedoring in Ghana beginning with the first private stevedoring company to

be licensed in 1970 to the much later licensing of others which ultimately

brought their number to nine. The changing phase of stevedoring in Ghana

with special emphasis on the redefinition of the trade to include shore handling

services was discussed.

The chapter also revealed the need for a dedicated container terminal

considering the growing container traffic the world over. In Ghana this has led

th t thr h the GPHA to make huge investments in thee governmen oug
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construction of a dedicated container terminaL It was: fUrther observed that the

appointment of the Ghaoa Port Services Consortium (GPSC) to own aod

maoage the container termiIlal under a 20 year build operate and transfer

scheme (BOT) scheme wiII immensely affect the local stevcdoring industry.

Chapter two reviewed literature related to the study. The review

covered areas such as containerisation aod the stevedoring industry,

investment in containers, aod the consequences of containerisation in a

globalised world. Also covered in this chapter are theoretical and conceptual

issues including the transport-development relationship aod Baoister aod

Berechmao's Condition for Economic Development model.

To achieve the stated objectives, information was collected from 100

junior stevedore workers, 10 Directors aod Operation Maoagers, 4 officials of

the GPHA, ao official of Maersk Ghaoa Limited aod 10 additional stevedore

workers forming a focus group aod one executive of the local labour union of

Ghaoa Dock Labour Compaoy (GDLC). The data were aoalysed using both

descriptive aod qualitative statistics with cross tabulations to show the

relationships between core variables.

OBSERVATIONS

The study led to the following observations:

Concerns on transparency

A lot of media attention was focussed on the non-traosparent nature of

the award of operation rights to the Consortium. Much of the displeasure was

registered by the Ghaoa Association ofStevedoring Companies (GASCO) who

asserted that they were at no point in time invited to participate in the bidding
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process neither were they furnished with any doc'l1l1e~ts demonstrating that

due process and regulations with regards to competitive bidding had been

foIlowed. GASCO further .saw the appointment of any entity under a Build

Operate and Transfer. (BOT) arrangement, especially to manage a facility

which has been built with public resources on the excuse that there is ne local

expertise, as questionable. To them, none of the explanations given by the

GPHA can justifY the giving away of the container terminal which forms a

core aspect of Ghana's strategic national asset to any entity without

competitive bidding.

Cameron (2004:25) reports that the originally large and unwieldy

consortium that won the container concession in the two ports of Ghana (Tema

and Takoradi) has to some extent consolidated. According to him, the

grouping now consists of A. P. MoeIler Terminals, Bouygues Travaux Publics

and SDV Ghana Limited (Bollore Group) and yet the GPHA still maintains a

30 percent share.

Data coIlected from the survey confirmed the concerns above. Even

officials of the GPHA had very little information on the project. Some said the

whole process of bidding was shrouded in secrecy and controversy as people

who are going to be directly affected by the takeover have been excluded from

the decision making process. The majority of interviewees were therefore

concerned with transparency in the Tema port developments.

Security implications

Nkrumah (2005) mentioned that in spite of all the benefits to be

derived from the partnership, it poses serious security implications for thc
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country. This is because the ports' relevance as stiai~gic ~ilitary area is being

compromised through privatisation. And that compromising national security

is a threat to all. It looks Da.ngerom for Maersk and SDV to bring in a vessel.

stevedore the vessel at its own terminals, send it to its 0"11 storage facilities,

do its own custom clearance and transport it to its fmal destination. In'.leed,

port authorities ought to broaden their role as facilitators to include taking

initiatives, co-operating and consulting. These three factors should underlie

proactive port governance. The port authority can certainly be a catalyst even

when its direct impact on cargo is limited. Terminal operations are very

important to every nation especially developing economies such as Ghana

because it involves security implications which may undermine the peace of

the nation. It is therefore unwise to totally leave container terminal operations

to a private operator.

Tackling congestion at the port

Congestion at the Tema port is gradually becoming an all year round

phenomenon and to a large extent increased containerisation of cargoes has

been partially blamed for the tie ups. Response from some of the officials

interviewed attested to this. The respondents blamed this on custom

procedures subscribed to at the port which require that every single container

be opened and unstuffed for inspection after which it is stuffed again. While

the terminal was mentioned by 51 per cent of the respondents as a remedy to

the problem of congestion at the Port, some felt its provision might not solve

the problem if the custom procedures are not changed to reflect modem trends

. th . d I' uzzl that custom officials 00 through this strenuollSIn e In ustry. t IS ape '"
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activity when they have been provided with sGrumers \~hich car: be used for

vie\ving the contents of containers without necessarily stuffing and unstuffing
,

each container at the expense of the shipping companies.

Fate of the labour force

The stevedoring industry employs over 4,000 workers at the Tema port

who currently have their fate hanging in a balance. From the research, it

emerged that 87 per cent of the workers anticipated job losses as a result of the

Consortium's proposed handling of all containerised cargo at berth one and

two. The category ofworkers who will be mostly affected is expected to be the

mostly unskilled casual workers from Ghana Dock Labour Company (GDLC).

Some of the reasons given for this include:

i. The stevedoring companies' inability to meet overhead cost as they

,viII now handle 30 per cent of the total cargo traffic of the port.

ii. Plans by some of the companies to fold up when the situation gets

worst.

On the other hand, retrenched workers can be employed even though in

times of privatisation, successful bidders usually gain the subcontract on the

basis of cutting labour costs because employees are not covered by collective

agreements. The Consortium has so far requested 500 htmdred workers from

the GPHA to start with and the hope of the workers is that through their

efficient management of the terminal they will attract more vessels to the port

especially cargo bound for the land locked countries such as Mali, Burkina

Faso and Niger. It is assumed by a section of the respondents that efficient

management will lead to the ereation ofjobs since more people will be needed
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to give support services such asmovi~g cargo to IC:!1llin~ls outside the p-orts

and to the devaning yards and the resultant growth in trucking.

Container handling equipment and the fate of local stevedoring

companies

Huge capital investments have been made by the nine local stevedoring

companies in container handling equipment such as reach stackers and

spreaders. This has left many indebted to some banking institutions. In the

advent of a takeover of 70 per cent of their cargo handling operations it will be

difficult for them to pay back these 10arlS. On the future of the container

handling equipment, 80 per cent of the top executives said it will lie idle if not

hired by the Consortium. The Consortium, however, has at their disposal three

gantry cranes, nine 45 Tonne and thirteen 40 Tonne-reach stackers and other

cargo handling equipments inherited from the GPHA. The gantry crane can

handle up to 24 containers in an hour of which none of the container handling

equipment of the local stevedoring companies can match. This makes it very

difficult to envisage the hiring of equipment from the local companies by the

GPSC.

In the face of this argument, will the local stevedoring companies' be

able to continue the loading and discharging of cargo at the Tema port in the

face of changing technologies? According to an Armadillo Marine consultant

report in 2005, competition among ports has become very keen as some ports

have increased their draft to about 21 metres deep. The thrust of the issue is

not only about deepening channels to accommodate larger container borne

vessels but also higher productivity levels and therefore bigger cranes that
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have a reach of more than 25 Twenty &!uivalent ;mitsCrEUs) acroJs and other

improved handling equipment besides having modem infonnation and
,

communication systems. At present a productivity level of around 75- lOO

TEUs per hour is required to keep a 6000 TEU vessel on schedule. The leading

ports are gearing up to increase productivity levels to 200 moves per hcur to

turn around an 8000 TEU vessel in less than 24 hours (Annadillo Marine

Consultants, 2005).

From the above observation, it is clear that the equipment being used

by the local stevedoring companies though good enough, can not meet the

global challenge at increasing productivity at the water front.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The private sector is broadening the geographical scale of its activities.

As a result many of the stevedoring companies and forwarders have

understood that inland tenninals can strengthen their position in the market

(pederson, 2001). Stevedore companies must therefore look at other business

opportunities such as the building and operation of terminals outside the port

and even inland distribution of consignments in order to save their companies

from imminent collapse. Some of the companies such as Atlantic Ports

Services (APS) have already expanded their operations to include trucking,

warehousing and container freight station activities and this is seen as a giant

step towards the salvaging of their companies from imminent fold ups when

they lose about 70 percent of their stevedoring activity to the Consortium.

It was noted in this study that even though the GPHA had plans of

building the dedicated container terminal and handing over its operations to a
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select few, the authorities went ahea_d andaw:ti·.i~d lic'enses to seven ·other

stevedoring companies who in tum invested huge sums of money into their

businesses_ In future endeavours, it is recommended that the GPHA must not

license so many companies when it has~ plans of reducing the number of

investors in any sector it supervises_

From the study it has been realised that though privatisation as a global

practise has been used especially in the transport sector as a major avenue for

raising private sector resources for public use, local initiatives and concerns

are overlooked in the interest of global kingpins who have the ready funds to

construct such public infrastructure as a means of expanding their trade and

authority over hitherto locations considered as barriers_ This can be

detrimental to the developments objectives which most governments set out to

achieve_ This is not to suggest that allowing such global leaders in business to

invest in national assets should be completely wiped off. Rather in considering

it as a major financing option among many others, its relative attractiveness to

public must be duly addressed.

The issue of who is to participate in privatisation is vety importanL

Mostlv there is the tendencv of keeping participant entities fairly small as- -
parties are not keen to aIlmv their competitors to participate (Fernandez et ai,

1999). It is recommended that entry should be made open through a bidding

process under fair terms. Howe\'er, it should be made clear that only a few can

be accepted in such partnerships, It is also important that entities that lose out

must be duly compensated. In order not to discourage local initiath·es. local

. "'d u·ons alonoside clobal !!ian15 in suchlIIvestors must be gIven pnor const era '" _ _
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partnerships since their association WillI the big ~jo!>al companics will enhance

skill development through technology transfErs.

The nine private stevedore companies have made huge investments in

contniner handling equipment through loans acquired from various banks.

Most of these loans are still being repaid by these companies with their

accompanying interest even though these equipment cannot be used in

handling general cargoes. In order to assist the companies to payoff these

debts, it is recommended that the Consortium should as a matter of urgency

purchase equipment from the local stevedoring companies or hire them when

the need arises in order to prevent the equipment from becoming idle while

their owners bear the cost ofrepayment of the debt.

The study has showed that there may be a large increase in

unemployment in the stevedoring industry when the Consortium takes over the

operations of the container tenninal. It is recommended that the govemment

put in structures to absorb the retrenched workers especially the over four

thousand casual workers of the Ghana Dock Labour Company most of whom

are not skilled and are likely to be most affected.

CONCLUSION

The privatisation wave that runs over the world is transfonning the

management of transportation systems. Many transport and logistic facilities

hitherto constructed, financed and managed by centralised bodies of the public

sector have been currently taken over by private entities. The Tema port

container tenninal is an excellent example of this process. The current

. t' t' I" o;med at improving efficiency, attracting private financepnva 1sa IOn po ICy IS ~
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for the installation of new cquipmC!ll and new 1Jlanagement methods and

providing more capacity for transferring cargo.

Substantial public funds have gone into the construction of the

dedicated container terminal at the Tema port. Adequate equipment such as

ship to shore gantry cranes and reach stackers have also been provit1ed to

ensure smooth operations at the terminal.

In spite of potential benefits, the results of this study indicated that

stevedore workers were not in favour of the mainly foreign participation in the

Consortium stating reasons such as security concerns, evidence of success in

Ghanaian run business and revenue generation concerns. A lot of concerns

were also expressed by the workers about the possibility ofjob cuts and under

utilisation of equipment by the stevedoring companies leading to possible

collapse of some ofthem.
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APPENDIX 1

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DIRECTORS AND MANAGERS OF
STEVEDOlUNG COMPANIES

A. Background characteristics
(I) Age [] [J
(2) Sex M [ ] F D
(3) Marital status

a Never married [ ]
b. Married[ J
c. Separated [ J
d. Divorced[]
e. Widowed[ ]

(4) I .Highest Level of education attained
a Never been to school[ J
b. Primary school[ J
c. J.S.S/Elementary School[]
d. SSS/Secondary School[ J
e. VocationallTechnical[ J
f. Tertiary (university, polytechnic, TIC, NTC) []
g. Other (specify)[ ]

ii. Number ofyears in education .

(5) Position held in company
..................................................-- .

(6) Number ofyears in current employment .

B. Structural changes at the port
(7) How long has your company been operating in the Tema port as a
stevedoring company? years.

(8) a What changes have taken place in the stevedoring industry in Ghana
within the last
decade? .

..............................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................

b. What changes have taken place in your company within the last decade?
.............................................................................................

................................................ .

(9)···Wh~~··~~~~~··h~··ili~··ri·~~··i~··~~~~~ri·~~d··~~~··~ii~~;~d··;;;··the

stevedorin" industry 10e
Ghana? ······· .
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b.Why : .

(i '3)'Wh~~' i~d ~~ ili~'f~i~~~ ~f·;b~· bi'cidi~~' ~;~;~;;;?"""" .
... ... . .. .... .. .
......... ... .. . ' .

(l4)What is the relationship between your company and the shipping lines?
i. The company is owned bya shipping line [ ]
ii. The company is contracted to load and offload cargo on behalf of the
shipping lines

iii. Other
(specify) .
.............................................................................................

(15)What is the relationship between your company and the GPHA?
i. the company is owned by the GPHA [ ] .
ii. The company is contracted to load and offload cargo on behalfof the GPHA
iii. Other
(specifY) .
......... .. ... .... . .

(16) What are some of the challenges you face in the stevedoring industry.
i. .
ii .
iii. .
iv .

C. Job loses in stevedoring industry
(17) Rank the following in terms of the positive impact of containerisation on

labour activities (I=EXCELLENT, 2=GOOD, 3=FAIR, 4=POOR, 5=VERY
POOR)
Impact Rank

i. Increased market power of labour

11 Generated high capital-labour ratios

iii. Promoted extensive worker discretionary control over firm
capital

iv. Resulted in high impact of workers performance· on firms
aggregate performance

vi. led to institutions confirming workers right

(18) What is the company's total labour force..................... .
(19) Could you tell me rougWy about what percentage of your labour force IS

casual? ..
(20)Why do you employ casual labour?

i. Profit [ ]
ii. easier to control [ ]
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iii.
iv.

Other
(specify) . .

...... . ... .. . . . . .. ... ........... .... ...

(21) How long is a person supposed to be employed in a casual capacity in
your company?
i. less than 6months [ 1
ii. 6months- 1 year [ 1
iii. 2-3 years [ 1
iv. More than 3years [ 1

(22) Do you have instances where workers in your company choose to be
casual?
i. yes
ii. No
b.
why .
............ ... .
.............................................................................................
(23) Do you foresee job loses as a result of the consortium take ove: of most
container operations?

i. Yes [ 1 ii. No [ 1
b. Why .
............ ... . .
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
(24) Ifyes to Q23, which category of the labour force will be most hit in terms
ofjob loses?

i. regular [ 1 ii. Casual [ 1
b.
why .
......- .
.............................................................................................

D. Continuous container handling capacity of stevedoring companies
(25)What is your company's total capital investment in the stevedoring
business?

..............................
(i'6)Wh~; ~;~~ ~f·~~~~i~~;~ 'd~~~ .~~~ ~~~~~;. h~dle

1. none [ ]
ii. 20ft [1
iii. 40ft [1
v. All [1
vi. Other

(specify) ·························· .

(26) List the major equipments for stevedoring operations used by your
company for t handling of cargo at the Tema port?
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-Equipment
qu~nl~

--.

(28). Which of the above mentioned is exclusively used for container handling?
I. .
II.

iii.
IV.

. .

.............................................

. .

ii. Easy [ ]
iv. Impossible [ ]

(29) Which equipments does your company own?
i ..............................................................
II ..

iii .
iv ..

(30) What will happen to these equipments when the consortium takes ovcr thc
handling most of the containerised cargo at the Tema Port?
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
(31) Does your company have the requisite capacity to continue stevedoring in
the face of current technological advancement in the container industry?
i. yes [ ] ii. No [ ]
Why .
.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................
(32) What percentage of the total non containeriscd cargo docs your company
handle at the Tema port? .
(33) Will this be enough to keep the company in business?
i. Yes []

ii. No []
~ ~

.............................................................................................

(3'4) ·A~~·~~~· ;~;;; .~~~;~;;~ '~biii~';~ 'i~~~~ii ·di~i~·;~~;· ~~ ·~~i~;~;~· ~~~d~~·ti~n
across spatial barriers?
i. very easy [ ]
iii. Difficult [ ]
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(35) What are you doing as a company to ens~e continued existence in the
stevedoring . industry?
............................................................................
............ .
...... .. .. . .

E. Views on the Consortium
(36) Does Ghana need a new container terminal?
i. Yes [ ] ii. No [ ]
b.

Why .

(37) Is Ghana ready to manage a new container terminal built with such high
level of investment?
i. Yes [ ] ii. No [ 1
b.
why .
(38)What do you see as the benefits of the GPHA's involvement in the
consortium?

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................
(39) Does Ghana have the requisite capacity to takeover the operations of the
sophisticated equipments purchased for the handling of containers at the Tema
port?
i. yes [ 1 ii. No [ 1
b.
Why .
...... . .
(40) Would your company favour an involvement in the consortium?

i. Yes [ ] ii. No [ 1
b.
\Vhy .

(41) Will you continue in business undertaking less than 50 boxes concession?
i. Yes [ 1 ii. No [ 1

b. If yes,
how? .

noIfc.
why .
.............................................................................................
...... .. . .. ... .

.............................................................................................

iLNo[]

(4'2)'D~ .~~~. ·~~i~i~~;e stifTer competition within the stevedoring industry in
the face of the take over?
i. Yes [1
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b. how?
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
(43) What arc you doing in collaboration with the other stevedoring companies
to ensure your continued existence in the industry?
..... , '" , .
............ . . ... .. .... .
... .. . .., , .
(44) Do you agree to the statement that stevedoring as it stands today is not a
business of the future?
i.Yes[] iLNo[]
b.
why , .

)
,I

~

I
I,
f
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APPENDIX 2

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR WORKERS OF STEVEDORING COMPANIES

A. background
(1) Age [][]
(2) Sex M [ ] F [ ]
(3) Marital status

f. Never married
g. Married
h. Divorced
i. Widowed

(4) Highest Level of education
h. Never been to school
1. Primary school
j. J.S.SfElementary School
k. SSS/Secondary School
1. Vocationalffechnical
m. Tertiary (university, polytechnic, TIC, NTC)
n. Other (specify)

ii. Number ofyears in education ..

(5) Number of children
a. none
b. 1-3
c. 4-6
d. More than 7

(6) Job specification
a. Regular [ ]
b. Casual []

(7) Number of years in current employment.. .

(8)What changes have taken place in the stevedoring industry in Ghana within
the I~

decade? .

..............................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................
b. What changes have taken place in your company within the last dccadc?
.............................................................................................
...........
(9) What changes has the rise in containerised cargo effected in the
stevedoring industry m
Ghana? ·.. · ·.. · · .
(10) Ifyes, what has becn the effect of the advcnt of containcrisation on

a. labour
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.......................................... '" '" .

...... . .. , " .... . .

.............................................................................................

............ . '" .

....................... .

b. Equipments

.......................................................................... " .

......... . .... . .

... .. '" '"

............ .................................................................................

............................................................................. .

c. Competition among stevedoring companies
.............................................................................................
.................................... .
...... . .
....................... .
...... .

d.Porti~truChrre

.............................................................................................

............ . .

.............................................................................................

...... .

.............................................................................................

e. \Varehousing
.............................................................................................
... ....
... . .. . . .
......... . . .
.................................................................................. .
(II) Rank the following in terms of the positive impact of containerisation on
labour activities (l=EXCELLENT, 2=GOOD, 3=FAIR, 4=POOR, 5=VERY
POOR)

Impact Rank

1. Increased market power oflabour

II Generated high capital-labour ratios

iii. Promoted extensive worker discretionary control ovcr firm
capital

iv. Resulted in high impact of workers performance on firms
aggregate performance

vi. led to institutions confirming workers right
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ii. C:b-ua1 [ ]

I'.,
Ii
I,
~

(12) What is the company's total boocr fc:ce .
(13) Could you tell me roughly aoolrt what percen!.aze of ',cur bb,;)u:- force is
casual? •..•...••.•.......•......•.............•.•............ ~ ~ .
(14)Why do you think tht: compG.nY employs casuallabou:-?

\ii. Profit [ ]
\iii. easier to control []
IX. short term nature ofour worl; [ ]
x. Other

(specif)') . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...

(15) Ifyou are ca.."Ua1. how long have you been woding in this establishment
in your current capacity? -

i. less than 6months [ ]
ii. 6months- I year [ ]
iii. 2-3 years []
iy. More than 3years []

b. How long is a person suppose be casual in your company
i. less than 6mQnths [ ]

ii. 6months- I year [ ]
iii. 2-3 years []
iy. More than 3years []

(16) Do you have instances where workers in your company choose to serve in
casual capacities?
I. yes
ii. No
b. why .

(17) Do you know ofthe consortium?
i.Yes[] ii.No[]

b. if yes to Q17, what is it
aoout? _ .

(i8)·D~·~:~~f;;~~~j~bi~~~·;;;~~~·~fili~·~~~·rti~·;~~~~:~;?·· .
i. Y~[] ii.No[J

b.
~lly .
a ••••• .

.. - - ...................................................................

-_ --_ ..

(i·9)·if~~~~~·Qis:~~iri~h~~~~~~:~f·ili~·i;~~ force will be most hit in terms

ofjob loses
i. Regular [ ]

b.
why........••.......•................... , ..•..............................................

.... -_ ............. -_ ....•........ _............................
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(20) Does Ghana need a new cont1.incr terminal?
i.Yes[] ii.Nor)
b. •

\Vhy ""'" .

(21) Is Ghana ready to manage a new ~~~~'~;';~~i~~i'b;tii~'~~iili~~h'hi~
level ofinvestment? -

i. Yes [] ii. No [J
b.
\\"hy.............................•........................................................
.........._- _- - _-.._-.._- ..- - _- _-- _--..-------- _._- .
.•....•......•....•.........•......•.....................•...•............•........... _- .....

C") \\"hat do you see as the benefits of the GPHA's involvement in the
consortium?

............................................... - - - .

....•...••......••.......•...•..•..................•...•.........•........•.....•......•.....

(23) Does Ghana have the requisite capacity to takeover the operations of the
sophisticated equipments purchased for the handling of containers at the Tema
port?
i.yes[] ii.No[]
b.
\\"hy _ _ _ .
.....-....---. _....-_..._. ----..--_.....---~..----. ~ ~..--~ ~..----....--_....----_...--...----

(24) \\"hat challenges do you face in your job?
i __ .
~ - - _ - _ _-_ _.
Ill _ _._ ................•............................_ .

iv _ _ _ .

(2.5) W·rth the g:ro\\th in technology coupled \\ith the new sophisticated
machinen' in the stevedoring companies, can you still fit into the industry?
i. yes [J . ii. No []
b.
How.............................................•...•.....................................

(26) Have you had adequate training.in the use ofthe state ofthe art
technology in use in the stevedoring mdustIy?
i. Yes [] -- ii. No []
b."How often do you undergo training in this company?

(27) Do agree to the statement that ste\-edoring as it stands today is not a
business of the future?
i. yes [ ] ii. No []
b. why _ _ - .
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(6) Is your company an intermodal company?

i. Yes [ ] ii. No [ ]
b. Ifyes what is your intermodal strategy

i. direct ownership ofinland facility [ ]
ii. Strategic alliance with owner, of inland transit systems [ ]
iii. Mixture of ownership and partnership [ ]

(7) What recent changes have you noticed in the shipping industry?
.............................................................................................................................
... .. .. ... . . .. . .

b. How has these changes helped in the development of the shipping
industry

...... .

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................
The consortium

(8) Assess your company's ability to invest! disinvest or relocate production
across spatial barriers?

i. very easy []
ii. Easy []

iii. Difficult [ ]
iv. Impossible [ ]

(9) What is the consortium?
b. Why the need for such

partnership .
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................

c. What is the nature of the partnership?
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................

(i'D)'H~~ ~ii~~ti~·~i;· ~~.;~~. ~hi~~'i~~' ~~~~~;. ~~il~b~;~t~·~~ili· ili~ ~th~;' .
members of the consortium?
.............................................................................................

...... .. : : ~ .
(II) How significant is GPHA's involvement III the consortium.

...................................................
..... . .. . . . .. ...

................................................... .
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(12) Rank the following reasons in their order of importance as reasons why
your company wish to involve itselfwith container terminal operations in
Ghana?

(1=unimportant, 2= less important, 3= important, 4= very important)

Reason
Rank

Guarantee Quick tu.l"Il around time

Oooortunity to l!:et involved in land based activities
Vertical integration of transport logistics
Other (soecify)

Sustenance of the container terminal project
(13) Does Ghana have the requisite capacity to takeover the operations of the
sophisticated equipments purchased for the handling of containers at the Tema
port?

i. Yes [ ] ii. No []
b. Why

.........................................................................................

...... .

... .. .. .
(14) Does the consortium have the needed human resource capacity to
undertake stevedoring activities at the Tema port?

i. Yes [ ] ii. No []
b. Why

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• o •

............... . .

.ci·S)·Wh~~· i~ ·;~~·;i~\~ .~~ ili~ ·~~;~~~ti~~· ih~~ ili~·~~~~~~· i~ .~~~~;~ ~~
over stevedoring from the companies?
.............................................................................................
......... . ... .
...... . ." .

ci·6)·D~· ;~~ ~~~.~ ·t~ ·;h~· ~~~~~~~ ;~~ ·~~~;~d~~~ ~ ·i~· ~~d; ;~d~; ·i·~ ~~~.~.
business of the future?

i. Yes [ ] ii. No [ ]
b. why?

......................................................................: .

.............................................................................................
..................................... ............................. .

.............................................................................................

b turn Tema port into a hub whiles protecting the interest(17) How est can we ..
oflocal industries such as the stevedoring mdustnes

...................................................... .
. ." .

. ....................................................................
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APPENDIX.;
Questionnaire for non participating shipping companies

Name ofshipping company .
Number ofyears ofoperation in Ghana

Area of specification .
Total workforce..................... '" , , .
Total shipment per

annum .

Containerization and the shipping industry-

(1) What has been the effect of the advent ofcontainerisation on your shipping
operations?

v. Increase in turnaround time []
vi. Aided intermodal activities [ ]
vii. Other (specify) .

(2) Has containerisation led to intensified intra- regional competition among
ports

1. Yes [] ii. No [J

b.Why .

(3) Is your shipping company involved in any ofthe listed activities in
Ghana?

i. Ownership of inland transit system []
ll. Partnership with inland transit systems [ ]
viii. Warehousing [ ]
ix. Other

(specify) .
(4) Is your company involved in any of these activities listed below in the
neighbouring ports of the West African sub region?
i. stevedoring [ ]
ii. Freight forwarding [ ]
iii. Warehousing [ ]
iv. Container terminal operation/management []
v. Ownership of inland transit system []
vi. Partnership with inland transit systems [ ]
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(5) Ifyes to any of the above, rank the following reasons in the order of their
importance (I=unimportant, 2= less important, 3= important, 4= very
important)

Reason
Rank

Expanding area of control
Reducing cost of operation
Increasing profitability
Other (specify)

(6) Is your company an intermodal company?
i. Yes [ ] ii. No [ ]

b. Ifyes what is your intermodal strategy
i. direct ownership ofinland facility [ ]

ii. Strategic alliance with owners of inland transit systems [ ]
iii. Mixture of ownership and partnership [ ]

(7) What recent changes have you noticed in the shipping industry?
..............................................................................................................................
...... . . .
............... .

b. How has these changes helped in the development of the shipping
industry
.............................................................................................
............ .. . .
(8) What are some of the challenges you face in the shipping industry.
1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••

ii. .
iii .
iv .

The consortium
(9) Assess your company's ability to invest! disinvest or relocate production
across spatial barriers?

i. very easy [ ]
ii. Easy []

iii. Difficult [ ]
iv. Impossible [ ]

(9) How effectively can your shipping company collaborate with members of
the consortium?

.................................................. .. . ..
. ....... ... .. , .

.........................................................................: ; .
(10) How significant is GPHA's involvement In the consortIUm .

................................................. . .
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i.Y~s[] ii.No[] .
b.lfyes to QII, Rank the following reasons in their order of importance as

reasons why your company would wish to involve itselfwith container
terminal operations in Ghana?

(I =unimportant, 2= less important, 3= important, 4= very important)

Reason
Rank

Guarantee quick tum around time
Opportunity to get involved in land based activities
Vertical integration of transport and logistics
Other (specify)

(I2)What are your expectations of the new container terminal management?
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
(13)Will your company continue operating in the Tema port ifit is still not
given the chance to join the consortium?
i. yes [ ] ii. No [ ]
b.why

.............................................................................................

..........................................................................................
Sustenance of the container terminal project
(I4)Does Ghana have the requisite capacity to takeover the operations of the
sophisticated equipments purchased for the handling of containers at the Tema
port?

i. Yes [ ] ii. No [ ]
b. Why

.........................................................................................

... .
(I 5) Does the consortium have the needed human resource capacity to
undertake stevedoring activities at the Tema port?

i. Yes [] ii. No []
b. Why

.........................................................................................

.............................................................................................

(i'6).~~.;~ .;~~. ~i~\~ .~~ th~ ·~~;~~~~i~~· th~~ ~h~'~~~~~~i~';~' ~~i~~ t~ ~k~'
over stevedoring from the companies?

(i'7)'D~' ;~~ ~~~.~ 't~ '~h~' ~~~~~~~~ ili~t '~~~~~d~ri~~ ~~ 'i~' ~;~d~' ;~ci~; 'i'~ ~~~.~.
business of the future?

i. Yes [ ] ii. No [ ]
b. why?

.................................................................................................

(I 8) How best can we tum Tema port i.nto a hub whiles protecting the interest
of local industries such as the stevedonng
industries ···· .. ················ .. · .. ························· ..
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APPENDIX 5
QUESnOI\'NAIRE FOR LOCAL LABOUR UNIONS AND

STEVEDORJNG ASSOCIAnONS

A. Background cbaracteristics

Name of Association
..................................
Number ofyears in operatio~·~~. ili~ T~~~············· .
Port .
Position in

~~:t:~~~~~~hi;·~······· .
Association................................................ ....

(l)Age [] []
(2)Sex M [ ] F [ ]
(3)Marital status

j. Never married []
Ie. Married[]
1. Divorced[ ]
m. Widowed[]

(4)Higbest Level of education
o. Never been to scbool[]
p. Primary scbool[ ]
q. J.S.SlElementary Scbool[ ]
r. SSS/Secondary Scbool[ ]
s. VocationallTechnical[]
t. Tertiary (university, polytechnic, lTC, NTC) []
u. Other (specify)[]

ii. Number ofyears in education .

(5)Number ofyears in current employment
a. less thanl year[ ]
b. 1-3 years[ ]
c. 4-6 years[]
d. 7-9 years[ ]
e. More than 10 years[ ]

B. Structural cbanges at the port

(6) How long has your association being operating at the Tema port? .

(7)What changes have taken place in the stevedoring industry in Ghana \\ithin
~ I~

decade? ······· .

b. What changes have taken place in your company within the last decade?
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........................................... ...... ............................. .

..................................... ........... .

.....•................... ....................................................................

(8) What changes has the '. '.
stevedoring - nse ill ~ontamensed cargo effected in

- illd~'

Ghana? · : .

the
ill

I
I
i
!,
t
1

I
I
!

I
I

........•••••..•..•....... . - .

...............

(9)~any,~~~·b~~ili~·~ff~;~fili~·~d~.~;·~f~~~~~~~~·~~········

.......................... ............... - ........................ ..... - - .
••...••..........•......•......•...... ........................................................
.....••......•...•....•... ............. - .

....................... ................ _ _ _- . ........ _-- _ _- .

b. Equipments

.... - _ - - - - _ - - _ - .

.......................... ....................... _ - .
••......•......•....••....• .............. .
................... _ - - - - - - .

c. Competition among stevedoring companies
........................... - - . ...... _- - .
..............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............. - __ _-- _. ......... _ _--- .

d. Port infrastructure
................ -- _ _ _ -. _ _.- -.

- ......•....................................... _ _ _.. - .
.........................................................................................~ ...

e. Warehousing

............ -- _ _ _ _ _ - .

(10) Has containerisation led to intensified intrn- regional competition among
ports
i. yes [ ] ii. No [ ]
b. "'by _.-

C. Challenges in the stevedoring industry
(11) a Is the current allocation S)·stem fa\"Ourable to member companies?
i. yes [ ] ii. No [ ]

b. ,,'by .
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.............................................................................................

......... .. .'" .

'~.' Wh~~ 'i~d'~~. ~h~ ·i.:il~~· ~iili~ 'biddi~~ '~~~i~~?"""""""""""""""""
.............................................................................................
................................................................................. .
...... .. . ... .. .. . .
.............................................................................................
............... .
12) What is the relationship between your association and the shipping lines?
.............................................................................................
....................................................................................... .

(13)\Vhat is the relationship between your association and the GPHA?
.............................................................................................
............... ..
(14) What are some of the challenges you face in the stevedoring industry.
i .
ii .
iii .
i" .

D. Job loses in stevedoring industry
(15) Rank the following in terms of the positive impact of containerisation on

labour activities (I=EXCELLENT, 2=GOOD, 3=FAIR, 4=POOR, 5=VERY
POOR)

(16) a. What IS the associatIOn s total labour force .
b. Could you tell me roughly about what percentage of your labour force

is casual? .
(l7)Why do member companies employ casual labour?

xi. ProfIt [ ]
xii. easier to control [ ]
xiii. Other

(specifY) ·················································:··?
(18) How long can a worker serve in a casual capacity in member companies.

i. Jess than 6months [ ]
ii. 6months- I year [ ]
iii. 2-3 years [ ]

Impact Rank
i. Increased market power of labour

11 Generated high capital-labour ratios

iii. Promoted extensive worker discretionary control over fIrm
capital

iv. Resulted in high impact ofworkers performance on fIrms
aggregate performance

v. Led to institutions confIrming workers right
,
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iv. More than 3years [ ]

(19) Do you have instances where worker~ in your member companies choose
to serve in casual capacities?

i. Yes [ ] ii. No [ ]
b. why .
...... . . ... ... ... ...
... .. . ... .. .. ....... .

(20) What is your associations stand on the container terminal management by
the consortium?

...................................................... ................................

...... .. ... . . . . ... .

...... .. ... ... . . . . .. .. ..
(21)What problems do you anticipate your members will be facing as a result
of the takeover of container handling at the Tema Port?
1. .
ii.
........... .. . . . .. .. ... .
111 .
IV.

............ .. . .

b. What solutions do you suggest?
1. .

ii .
111

.............................................................................................
iv .

!

I,
j
l
I

I
!

(22) Do you foresee job loses as a result of the consortium take over?
i. Yes [ ] ii. No [ ]

b.
Why .

(2'3) 'if;~'; ~~ 'Qii: ~~iri~h ~~~~~~ ~f'ili~' i~b~~ 'f~~~~ '\~li' b~ '~~;i hii i~ ~~rms
ofjob loses .. C uaI [ ]

i. Regular [ ] 11. as
b. why ..

....................................... ..............................
. .

(;4)·Wh~~·;~·;~~·~·;~~i~;i~~:~·~~~~~~;;~~·~~~~de growth as a result of the

n~w container terminal generating further employment at the p~~: '"
...................................................

::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :: :ilii~ili'~';i~~~d~~~h;d~~';~"
(25) Do you anticipate suffer competltlOn WI

the face of the take over?
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...................... " "...... .. . .

.................................................. , .

.................................................. , .

E. Contin~ous co~tainerhandling capacity
(26)ed~t IS the estimated total capital investment of member companies in the
stev onng b .

usmess?

(27)·~~·~;~~·~f~~~;;i~;~··d~·-;;;~~·b·~~·~~~;~~~·h;;;;di·~"7.....
1. none []
ii. 20ft []
iii. 40ft []
xiv. All []
xv. Other

(specify) ........................................................................

(28) List the major equipments used by member companies for handling
cargoes at the Tema POrt?
Equipment

(29) Which ofthe above mentioned is exclusively used for container handling?
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

(30) What will happen to these equipments when the consortium takes over the
handling most ofthe containerised cargo at the Tema Port?

(31) Do member companies have the requisite capacity to continue
stevedoring in the face of current technological advancement in the container
industry?
i. yes [] ii. No []
b. Why .
(32) a. What percentage of the total non containerised cargo do member
companies handle at the Tema port? %
b. What percentage of the total non containerised car~o will member
companies be handling after the Consortium takeover
.................................%

c. Will this be enough to keep the companies in business?
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i.Yes[]
b.

ii. No [J
why

......................................................................_- .

........................................................... - .

.........................................................................._- - ..
(33) Assess your member companies' ability to im'estJ disinvest or relocate
production across spatial barriers? .
i. very easy [ ] ii. Easy [ ]
iii. Difficult [ ] iy. Impossible [ ]
(34) Does the stevedoring companies have the requisite capacity to continue
stevedoring in the face of current technological advancement in the container
industI}·?

i. yes [ ] ii. No []
b.

'Why .
................................ ••••• .. •••••• "0 •• - •• __ _ _ _ •• _0 ••••• _0 _ _ .

.............................................................................................
(35) 'What are you doing as an association to ensure continued existence of the
stevedoring industry?

....... -- - .

............................... .

F. Views on the Consortium
(36) Does Ghana need a new container terminal?
i. Yes [] ii. No [J
b.
\\'hy ..
......................................... _......••••.••.••...........••..........••......••••.

. .

(3'7)'~.G~';;';"ci;: 't~';';~~~~~'; ~~~~: ~~~~~ ~~;I'I ;;~;j 'b;cl~' ~~iili' ~~h 'hi~
level of investment?
i. Yes [ ] ii. No [J
b. why .

(3·8)·D~~·G~·~~·~ili~·~~~~·~~·~i~:~~·~~~:~·ili~·~~ti~~·~·iilie
sophisticated equipments purchased for the handling of containers at the Tema

port? .. N [J
i. yes [] 11. 1 0

b. \\'hy .
.............................................................................................

(39)What do you see as the benefits of the GPHA's invo!\'ement in the

consortium?
...................................•.•......................

. - .···..·· ....·..···......·..·..:..·: ..:..........~....:·· .. :f:i;i~·ci~:~~ the chance?
(40) Would the associauonJom th:.co~ortlUm 1 -

i. Yes [] 11. No [J
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b.

\Vhy .

(41) Will member companies survive under the less than 50 boxes concession?
i.Yes[] ii.No[]

b. If yes, how?
.................................................................................................................
... ... . .. . .. ...
...... . ... .. .
............ .
c. ff 00

why .
............... . .. ."

.............................................................................................

(42) Do you anticipate stiffer competition within the stevedoring industry in
the face of the take over?
i. Yes [] ii. No []

b. how?

........................ '" .

.............................................................................................

............ .. . .

......... .. .

........................................................................ .
(43) Do you agree to the statement that stevedoring as it stands today is not a
business of the future?
i. Yes [ ] ii. No []
b.
why .
.............................................................................................
... .
(44) What part of the BOT agreement don't you agree with
..............................................................................................
...... .

............................ .
(4·5)·~~·~·;~bi~~·d~·;~~·f~~~see on the part of the takeover by the
consortium on the total running of the container terminal?
I.

II.

. ............. .
III

.............................................................................................
iv.
............ .

(46)What do you suggest as solutions to the problems you have listed above?
i.
.............................................................................................
ii.

. ...................... .
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III

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••••••• 0,

......- - "._ -. - _ " ..- .

(~7)\\1l2l a.-e your exp-ectatioriS of the ne\'; ma.TIg=ent tearn
............................................................................................
. _ --- -" --_. -- - - -.. _ _ - _ _ .
_. _.- -. _ -.. ----- -. _.. -..-.. -_.. -" _..- _ -. _ _. -----..... .. _.'

........... _ -_.. _. - _..- -- --.,. -.. _ -- --
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APPENDIX 6

In-depth interview guide for officials of Ghana Ports and Harbours
Authority

Introduction

1. How long have you been working in this establishment / ministrv?
2. Since you started working in this establishment / Ministry, what 'structural
changes have you observed in the Tema Port?

b. which of these changes would you attribute to the advent of the
container technology?
3. What are types ofcargoes are exported and imported through the Port of
Tema?

(probe if they are labour intensive or capital intensive)
4. When did containerisation start in Ghana?

b. Before containerisation how was cargo transported in Ghana?
5. What are some ofthe large scale tenninal enhancement programmes
undertaken by the management of the Tema port as a result of
containerisation?
(probe to find out ifit includes training programmes)

6. Has containerisation led to intensified intra- regional competition among
ports
(probe for reasons)

The consortiums terminal operation
7. What challenges is the GPHA facing currently in the management of the
Tema port on behalf of the government of Ghana?
8. Why the need for a new management team?
9. What is the consortium?

b. Can the consortium address the current challenges faced by the GPHA?
(probe for how it is going to do that)

10. Why the need for a container terminal
b. what are the equipment the GPHA has acquired on behalfof the

government of Ghana to facilitate container handling at the Tema port?
c. Is Ghana ready for such huge capital investment in the transport and

logistics sector? . '
11. What are the benefits of the GPHA's involvement III the cons.ortlum?
12. How different is the new management going to be from the direct GPHA

supervision
a revenue generation
b. Allocation system
c. cost sharing k d
d. Relations with the stevedoring, freight forwarders. bro 'ers an non

participating shipping lines

13. When do you hope to implement this policy?
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I

14. What is your stake on concerns raised by a section of the general public
and the stevedoring companies on the following issues?

a. Loss ofjobs in the stevedoring industry
b. compromising national security
c. Non transparency of the consortium formation
d. boycotting of Tema port by non participating shipping lines
(probe for solutions)

15. How can this partnership bring about the expected development needed in
Ghana's transport and logistics sector?

Sustenance of the container terminal project
16. Does Ghana have the requisite capacity to takeover the operations of the
sophisticated equipments purchased for the handling of containers at the Tema
port?

17. Does the consortium have the needed human resource capacity to
undertake stevedoring activities at the Tema port?

18. How best can we turn Tema port into a hub whiles protecting the iliterest
oflocal industries such as the stevedoring industries.

Stevedoring in Ghana
19. What changes have taken place in the stevedoring industry in Ghana within
the last decade?

20. What is the role of the stevedoring companies and the non participating
shipping lines in the consortium?

b. How can you open the consortium up to accommodate the stevedoring
companies and the non participating shipping lines? - Possibility of floating
shares?
21. Will you continue with the allocation system or a new one will be
instituted.

b. What led to the failure of the bidding system?
22. Can the handling ofthe non containerised cargo and the 'less. than 50
boxes allocation' to the stevedoring companies keep the stevedonng
companies from collapsing? .
23. Do you agree to the statement that stevedoring as it stands today IS not a
business of the future? (probe for reasons)
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APPENDIX 7

INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR WORKERS OF STEVEDORING
COMPANIES

(FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION)
A. INTRODUCTION

(1) What are the duties of the stevedoring companies at the Tema port?
(2) What changes have taken place in the stevedoring industry in Ghma within
the last decade?
(probe for changes that has taken place in their own companies within the last
decade)

B. EFFECTS OF CONTAINERISATION ON STEVEDORING
ACTIVITIES

(3) What changes has the rise in containerised cargo effected ill the
stevedoring industry in Ghana?

a labour Increased market power of labour
i. Generated high capital-labour ratios
ii. Promoted extensive worker discretionary control over firm

capital
iii. Resulted in high impact of workers performance on firms

aggregate performance
iv. Led to institutions confirming workers right
(Rank in terms of the positive impart of containerisation on the

above
mentioned labour activities)

b. Equipments
c. Competition among stevedoring companies
d. Port infrastructure
e. Warehousing

(5) What is the company's total labour force?
b. Could you tell me roughly about what percentage of your labour force

is casual?
c. Why do you think the company employs casual labour?

xvi. Profit
xvii. easier to control
xviii. short term nature of our work
xix. Other

d. How long is a person suppose be casual in your company

e. Do you have instances where workers in your company choose to

serve in casual capacities?
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C. THE CONSORTIUM
(6) Do you know of the consortium?
(probe for what it is about)
(7) Do you foresee job loses as a result of the consortium take over?
(probe for reasons)
b. Which category of the labour force will be most hit in terms ofjob loses

(probe for reasons)

(8) Does Ghana need a new container terminal? (probe for reasons)
b. Is Ghana ready to manage a new container terminal built with such high

level of investment? (probe for reasons)

(9) What do you see as the benefits of the GPHA's involvement in the
consortium?
(10) Does Ghana have the requisite capacity to takeover the operations of the
sophisticated equipments purchased for the handling of containers at the Tema
port?
(probe for reasons)

D. CHALLENGES
(I I) What challenges do you face in your job?
(12) With the growth in technology coupled with the new sophisticated
machinery in the stevedoring companies, can you still fit into the industry?
(probe for reasons)
(13) Have you had adequate training in the use of the state of the art

technology in use in the stevedoring industry?
b. How often do you undergo training in this company?

(14) Do agree to the statement that stevedoring as it stands today is not a
business of the future? (probe for reasons)
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ABSTRACT

Containerisation has gradually become a dominant method of moving

cargo the world over since its introduction in the 19GOs and so has investment

in container terminals. Container terminals form a central part of the transport

infrastructure and its development leads to the overall development of the port

system. The appointment of the Ghana Port Services Consortium (GPSC) to

own and manage the container terminal under a 20 year build operate and

transfer scheme (BOT) scheme will immensely affect the local stevedoring

industry. The stevedoring industry in Ghana in itself has undergone a lot of

changes including redefinition of its activities to include some aspects of shore

handling.

Some anticipate a brighter future for this partnership to the industry.

They believe that GPHA has embarked on a potentially viable and successful

project with the Consortium. This is because the participation of the

multinationals such as A. P. Moeller Maersk in such a venture will help the

international financial institutions view the project in a more positive way and

also make future expansion easier since there will be ready support from such

financial institutions. Mention can also be made of technology transfer from

these acclaimed maritime kingpins to their Ghanaian counterparts. However

this transfer will not reach the local companies since they are outside the

Consortium. Ghana aspires to become a hub port in the sub region and is

therefore investing in infrastructural developments to enhance its (port's)

image. However, people believe it must not sacrifice the interest of its local

industry in order to achieve its aim.
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